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It’s in our nature

The	origins	of	our	company	hail	from	
the	rugged	shores	of	the	far	north.	 
Our	heritage	of	simple	but	solid	wisdom	
continues	to	provide	guidance.	
We	have	what	it	takes	and	we’re	in	it	
for	the	long	run.	
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In	the	grand	waves	of	a	continually	
evolving	society,	NHC	Group	has	
proven	its	role	as	a	key	contributor	in	
the	mix	of	welfare	service	providers	
comprising	of	public,	non-profit	
and	commercial	operators.	The	
underlying	fundamentals	for	our	
enterprise	remain	compelling:	An	
aging	population,	social	exclusion,	lack	
of	early	intervention,	a	shortage	of	
qualified	personnel,	and	a	need	to	use	
tax	revenue	efficiently.	2018	was	a	year	
of	consolidation	and	organic	growth	for	
NHC	Group,	where	we	saw	growth	in	
some	areas	and	contraction	in	others,	
as	planned	and	expected.

Through	inclusion	of	commercial	
entities	in	the	welfare	mix,	society	has	
tapped	the	wellspring	of	competition,	
from	which	a	steady	stream	of	
innovations	will	flow.	Our	detractors	
claim	that	competition	only	means	cuts	
in	pensions	and	salaries;	reality	shows	
that	with	a	multitude	of	providers	and	
the	attendant	risk	of	not	being	chosen,	
competition	stimulates	innovation	and	
discipline	so	that	the	watermark	of	
quality	rises	for	all	entities	involved	for	
the	benefit	of	the	user	and	the	payor.

Within	NHC,	we	have	demonstrated	a	
commitment to service development 
with	novel	concepts	based	not	only	
on	technology	deployment,	but	
also	a	range	of	soft	innovations.	
Examples	include	a	more	thoughtful	
approach to the last days of life in 
our	nursing	homes	or	methods	to	
combat	bullying	and	secure	social	
inclusion in several of our other 

business	areas.	We	are	pleased	to	see	
that	in	Sweden,	reason	has	prevailed	
after	a	period	of	uncertainty	in	the	
political	sphere.	After	an	unusal	ly	
turbulent	political	situation,	stability	
has	been	re-established.	As	part	of	
the	understanding	that	went	into	the	
political	compromise	of	the	current	
government	platform,	there	has	
been	a	recognition	of	the	need	for	
predictable	and	sustainable	conditions	
for	commercial	providers	in	the	welfare	
sector.

We	are	excited	to	explore	the	poten	tial	
of	Alina,	one	of	our	newest	acquisi-
tions.	This	company	has	pioneered	a	
franchise-based	approach	to	home-
based	care	operations	in	Finland.	
With	new	levers	of	accountability	and	
incentives,	they	have	earned	the	trust	
of	a	base	of	very	satisfied	users	and	a	
team	of	service	providers	who	thrive	
under	a	model	with	unsurpassed	
independ	ence.

Our	owners	hail	from	Andøya,	in	the	
far	north	of	Norway.	An	upbringing	
close	to	the	wonders	of	the	wilderness	
has	created	a	lifelong	desire	on	their	
part	to	contribute	to	protect	the	
environment	and	advance	responsible	
enjoyment	of	nature.	This	mindset	has	
effectively	been	transmitted	to	NHC,	
we	now	routinely	report	on	ambitious	
environmental	goals	in	all	divisions.			

Life	in	a	small	place	with	harsh	weather	
conditions	necessitates	shared	
solutions	and	trust	in	other	people.	
The	values	learned	at	Andøya	by	
our	owners	are	very	much	reflected	
throughout	the	NHC	organization.

Why	do	employees	and	managers	 
app	reciate	working	in	the	NHC	
companies?	One	explanation	we	
often	hear	is	the	great	presence	of	
stimulating	individual	responsibility	

CEO remarks

Yngvar	Tov	Herbjørnssønn
NHC Group
Group CEO

Through	inclusion	of	commercial	entities	in	the	
welfare	mix,	society	has	tapped	the	wellspring	 
of	competition,	from	which	a	steady	stream	of	
innovations	will	flow.	
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and	the	lack	of	bureaucracy.	Many	of	
our employees cherish the freedom 
they experience in NHC compared to 
other	places	they	have	been.

We	have	very	consciously	allowed	the	
separate	business	areas	of	NHC	to	
retain	autonomy.	They	serve	distinct	
customers	and	have	different	roles	
in	society.	At	the	same	time,	we	are	
pleased	to	report	that	many	synergies	
are	captured.	We	seem	to	be	able	to	
transfer	learning	across	the	company,	
this is partly the outcome of a more 
tightly	integrated	quality	management	
organization.	

Our	expressed	strategic	aspiration	
of	“being	the	welfare	innovator”	has	
existed for a couple years and seems 
to	have	been	broadly	embraced	by	our	
employees.	We	continue	to	nourish	
and	stimulate	cases	of	fresh	thinking.	

Innovations	bring	value	to	customers	or	
they	lighten	the	work	of	our	employees.

In	the	following,	our	heads	of	the	
business	areas	will	venture	into	some	
detail	on	the	progress	they	made	in	
2018.	Thanks	for	reading	our	report,	 
we	hope	you	will	find	it	useful.

Regards,

Yngvar	Tov	Herbjørnssønn
NHC Group
CEO

Our	owners	(Roger	and	Kristian	Adolfsen)	
hail	from	Andøya,	in	the	far	north	 
of	Norway.

Competition	stimulates	innovation	
and	discipline	so	that	the	watermark	
of	quality	rises	for	all	entities	involved	
for	the	benefit	of	the	user	and	 
the	payor.

WORDS TO LIVE BY

INFORMAL 
BUT PROFESSIONAL
Roger	and	Kristian	Adolfsen



Revenue per segmentRevenue per country

21,945
NUMBER	OF	USERS

Preschools
Preschools

Out of school care

Care
Elderly care
Patient	hotels

Home care
Clinic

Integration services
Reception	centres/ 
accommodation

Education
Interpretation

Individual & family
Child	care/foster	homes

Assisted	living	
User controlled personal 

assistance	(BPA)
Rehabilitation

Property
Development,	 

acquisition	and	sale	
of real estate

458
UNITS

Revenues

4,857
MNOK

EMPLOYEES
9,700

Segments

Preschools 45%
Care 33%
Int.	services	7%
Ind.	&	family	14%
Property 1%

Norway	54%
Sweden	36%
Finland	6%
The Netherlands 4%
Germany <1%
Poland <1%
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Group history

1990

1995

2008

2010

1997

2007

The	two	brothers,	
Kristian	and	Roger	Adolfsen,	

acquire	their	first	hotel

Norlandia	Care	AS	
was	established	as	
a	spin	off	from

Norlandia Hotels & Resorts

Kristian	and	 
Roger	Adolfsen	and	
partners	establish	

preschool company 
ACEA	Holding	AS

Kristian	and	Roger	Adolfsen	
acquire	twelve	additional		

hotels in the period 
from 1990 to 1995 and 

establish	the	
Norlandia	brand	in	1995

The Nordic private equity 
sponsor	FSN	Capital	acquires	
45%	of	Norlandia	Care	AS

Kristian	and	Roger	
Adolfsen	establish	
Aberia	Healthcare	
with	partners



2011

2014

2015 2018

2016/2017

FSN	Capital	exits	
Norlandia	Care	AS.	

Norlandia	Care	Group	AS	
(NCG)	is	created	as	a	
merger	between	

Norlandia	Care	AS	and	
ACEA	Holding	AS

NCG	acquires	Kosmo,	
a	major	Swedish	

elderly care operator

NCG acquires 
100% of preschool 

company Kidsa

The	owners	acquire	
Swedish	health	care	 
operator	Frösunda.	 

While	Frösunda	is	not	part	
of	NHC,	there	is	potential	

for	cooperation	
and	development.

The	owners	 
acquire a majority stake  
of	integration	services	
company Hero Group 

from ISS

Kristian	and	Roger	
Adolfsen	acquire	all	minority	

stakes	in	NCG,	Hero,	
Aberia	and	Kidsa	and	

merge	them	to	form	the	
NHC Group
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Life	in	a	small	place	with	harsh	 
weather	conditions	necessitates	shared	
solutions	and	trust	in	other	people.
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Our	segments

Preschools
Out of school care

Preschools

Elderly care
Patient	hotels
Home care
Clinic

Care

Integration services

Individual & family

Property

Reception	centres/accommodation
Education
Interpretation

Child	care/foster	homes
Assisted	living	
User controlled personal assistance
Rehabilitation

Development,	acquisition	and	sale	
of real estate
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Preschools Scandinavia
Kristin Voldsnes

Preschools Scandinavia
COO

Given	the	size	and	importance	of	the	pre-
school	sector	in	Norway,	it	seems	reason-
able	that	it	continues	to	be	debated.	It	is	
worthwhile	to	pause,	though,	to	consider	
the	rather	immense	changes	the	field	
has	undergone	over	the	last	15	years	or	
so.	It	used	to	be	a	sector	which	dramati-
cally failed to deliver the demand of the 
market.	Under	the	shackles	of	inadequate	
public	policy,	a	severe	shortage	of	pre-
school	spots	persisted.	With	legislation	
championed	by	courageous	and	visionary	
national	politicians,	the	capacity	of	the	
private	sector	was	brought	to	bear	and	
a	great	expansion	coupled	with	a	broad	
rise	in	quality	ensued.	It	is	a	notable	case	
of commercial enterprise used to solve a 
major	and	persistent	societal	need.	

Many	buildings	and	properties	in	the	 
sector	are	rather	worn	and	in	need	of	 
major	upgrades.	Using	the	private	market,	
society can muster the resources needed 
for	real	estate	adequate	for	the	future.	

We	are	continually	developing	our	organi-
zation	and	our	services.	For	us,	a	clear	
direction	is	given	by	our	chosen	identity	
and	work	method	which	we	call	Knowl-
edge	&	Innovation.	Based	on	this	founda-
tion,	we	seek	to	facilitate	employee-driven	
innovation,	as	well	initiate	larger,	centrally	
conducted	projects.	We	have	already	seen	
the	effect	of	this	approach.	In	Sweden,	we	
have	been	proud	to	enter	into	a	partner-
ship	with	the	organization	Generation	
Pep.	Generation	Pep	works	to	ensure	that	
children	are	more	physically	active.	We	
know	that	children	growing	up	today	are	
less	active.	The	approaches	of	Generation	
Pep	in	combination	with	food	concept	Mat	
med	Smak	has	become	NorlandiaSkuttet.	

In	Uppsala,	the	dedicated	preschool	 
managers	of	Uppfinnaren	and	Upplevelsen	
have	developed	a	new	future-oriented	
educational	concept	very	successfully.	
The	concept	has	firm	foundations	in	the	
official	Swedish	guidelines	and	has	the	
additional	benefit	of	nudging	children	who	

have	attended	these	Norlandia	preschools	
to	be	more	curious,	creative	and	wonder-
ing.	Both	preschools	have	a	very	good	
reputation	and	have	received	attention	
even	outside	our	own	organization.

In	Sweden	we	also	have	opened	a	new	
preschool	with	a	ski	concept.	The	pre-
school	is	inspired	by	Skistua	in	Norway.	
We	have	also	partnered	with	the	Swedish	
ski	association.

As	a	private	preschool,	we	need	to	stand	
out	from	our	competitors,	both	private	
and	public.	We	must	offer	a	little	some-
thing	extra.	We	strive	to	make	everyday	
life	easier	for	parents	who	have	children	
in	a	Norlandia	preschool.	One	example	is	
our	continued	focus	on	catering	services	
as	part	of	Mat	med	Smak,	but	also	more	
broadly	on	development	of	family	services.

Every	year	we	arrange	Norlandia	Quest	
as	part	of	our	commitment	to	Knowledge	
&	Innovation.	The	theme	for	2018	was	
sustainability	under	the	heading	GoGreen.	
With	this	theme,	we	met	the	spirit	of	the	
times	in	an	important	effort	contained	in	
both	countries’	state	guidelines.	Providing	
knowledge	to	children	on	this	important	
topic	caused	great	involvement	among	
both	employees	and	parents.	

Norway
Currently	we	care	for	4	727	children	in	61	
Norlandia	preschools,	and	1	962	children	
in	28	Kidsa	preschools	in	Norway.	Thus,	a	
total	of	6689	children.	A	great	opportunity	
and a tremendously important responsi-
bility.	We	have	one	preschool	less	than	a	
year	ago:	In	July	2018,	the	contract	with	
the	city	of	Oslo	to	operate	Sørenga	pre-
school	expired.
  
We	have	continued	our	work	on	 
implementing	our	food	concept	Mat	med	
Smak,	including	a	detailed	and	user-
friendly	concept	description.	The	concept	
is	strongly	inspired	by	the	work	of	our	
preschool	organization	in	Sweden.

Norlandia	Skistua	preschool	in	Oslo	was	
named	the	best	of	over	2,000	privately	
run	preschools	in	Norway	by	preschool	
employer	organization	PBL.	Skistua	
primarily	base	their	educational	work	on	
outdoor	activities.	The	preschool	repeat-
edly	receives	high	scores	on	parental	
satisfaction,	high	employee	satisfaction	
and	low	sick	leave.

In	Norway	we	have	a	new	staffing	norm	
from	August	1,	2019.	This	means	that	
there	must	be	one	employee	per	6	child-
ren	when	the	children	are	over	3	years	
and	one	employee	per	3	children	when	
the	children	are	under	3	years	old.

Sweden
Currently	we	care	for	3692	children	in	 
57	preschools	in	Sweden.	We	opened	five	
new	preschools	in	Sweden	in	the	past	
year.	We	also	purchased	2	preschools.	 
All	of	them	with	a	future-oriented	organi-
zation	and	all	of	them	have	implemented	
Mat	med	Smak.	

Food	is	very	high	on	our	agenda	in	Swe-
den.	We	find	that	parents	share	our	inter-
est	in	what	children	eat	in	our	preschools	
and	they	want	a	health-promoting	diet	
for	their	children.	Our	food	is	all	biody-
namically	produced	and	cooked	on	site.	At	
almost	all	units	it	is	possible	for	parents	to	
purchase	take-home	dinners.	Our	Swedish	
preschools	have	been	working	on	profiling	
the	excellent	educational	environment	
we	can	offer.	We	have	been	represented	
at	several	fairs	and	been	active	in	the	
local	community.	This	work	has	proven	to	
be	successful:	By	the	end	of	the	year	we	
had	a	many	more	children	attending	our	
preschools	than	in	the	beginning	of	the	
year.	Our	commitment	to	and	investment	
in	Knowledge	&	Innovation,	as	well	as	in	
Mat	med	Smak,	has	been	important	for	
achieving	this	success.
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Let the 
discoveries 
begin!

Norlandia Skistua preschool in Oslo 
was	named	the	best	of	more	than	
2,000	privately	run	preschools	in	
Norway	by	preschool	employer	 
organization	PBL.	Unit	manager	 
Annette	Strand	accepted	the	prize	
from	Norway’s	Minister	of	Education	
Jan	Tore	Sanner.

NORWAY'S BEST PRESCHOOL

10 381 USERS

3 627 EMPLOYEES

NORLANDIA SKUTTET

Norlandia	Uncle	Tomms	Hytte	received	
a	visit	from	William	and	Kate,	Duke	
and	Duchess	of	Cambridge,	and	
Norway’s	Crown	Prince	and	Princess.	
They	were	interested	in	learning	about	
life	in	an	outdoor/sports	preschool	in	
the	middle	of	winter.

Mat	med	Smak	is	Norlandia	Preschool’s	meal	concept.	We	serve	well-prepared	and	
tasty	meals	that	give	children	the	energy	and	nutrition	they	need.	As	a	part	of	our	
family	services	we	also	offer	meals	that	families	can	purchase	and	take	home.
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Preschools	international

We	continued	our	strong	growth	in	2018	
in	all	four	markets	by	adding	more	than	
40	units	to	the	Norlandia	family.	At	the	
same	time	we	were	able	to	maintain	
focus on further development of our key 
processes	related	to	quality,	employee	
satisfaction	and	local	implementation	of	
Norlandia	brand	and	concepts.	

Finland
Finland	continued	strong	growth	in	2018	
and	the	underlying	economic	situation	
entering	2019	is	more	robust	than	it	
was	earlier.	Norlandia	opened	eleven	
new	preschools	and	acquired	some	new	
operations	both	in	preschools	and	in	out-
of-school	care.	Our	project	pipeline	is	also	
strong	despite	tightening	competition.

Finland	got	ISO	certified	after	success-
fully	passing	the	external	audits	in	the	
beginning	of	the	year.	At	the	same	time	
there	was	a	lot	of	development	regarding	
several	quality	processes	and	organisa-
tion.	For	the	first	time,	we	ran	a	satis-
faction	survey	directed	at	children.	The	
employee	satisfaction	survey	Great	Place	
to	Work	score	was	improved	to	a	high	
level	of	82.	During	the	year	we	continued	
to	work	systematically	to	further	enhance	
employee	satisfaction,	one	example	being	
a	sport	event	that	we	organized	for	the	
whole	staff.

Geographical	expansion	continued	as	new	
units	were	established	in	the	cities	of	Oulu	
and	Kuusamo.	In	Kuusamo,	after	success	
in	a	local	concept	competition,	we	built	
and	opened	our	first	unit	constructed	
of	wooden	logs.	This	provides	a	more	
healthy	learning	environment	for	children.	
We	also	opened	a	new	unit	in	Kankaanpää	
which	is	built	with	anti-microbial	surfaces	
to	reduce	infections	and	sickness.	

In	line	with	NHC	strategy,	Finland	took	
many	more	initiatives	in	both	innovation	
and	external	communications.	We	were	
very	active	in	local	events	and	fairs.	As	
an	example	of	our	continuous	approach	

towards	innovation	and	sustainability,	we	
signed	a	contract	with	a	start-up	company	
which	has	developed	an	innovative	online	
food	waste	measurement	system.

The Netherlands
Norlandia childcare in Netherlands ex-
panded	in	2018	with	three	new	acquisi-
tions	in	the	southern	region	and	in	the	
Hague.	In	total,	we	enter	2019	with	about	
30%	more	customers	than	last	year.	In	the	
last	quarter	of	2018	we	also	negotiated	
an	acquisition	of	19	more	preschools	in	
Rotterdam,	which	was	signed	in	January	
2019.	Fast	growth	required	investments	in	
people,	processes	and	branding	as	well.	A	
Norlandia	congress	on	pedagogical	train-
ing	was	held	for	the	first	time	as	an	event	
for	all	employees.	At	the	same	time	a	
branding	project	was	started	to	strength-
en	Norlandia	culture	and	brand	visibility.	

The	southern	region	was	successfully	ISO	
certified	according	to	the	plans.	There	was	
significant	attention	paid	to	the	environ-
mental	aspects	of	the	operations,	includ-
ing	our	paper	waste	reduction	project.

The	number	of	employees	in	the	Neth-
erlands	grew	from	400	to	reach	over	500	
by	year-end.	We	also	appointed	a	new	
country	manager	who	started	in	June.	
One	area	of	focus	in	2018	was	to	lower	
the	number	of	sick	days	and	we	were	able	
to	achieve	a	continuously	declining	trend	
over	the	year.

A	major	legislative	change	came	into	effect	
on	January	1,	2019.	The	so-called	IKK	law	
changed	the	mandated	ratios	between	
staff	and	children	and	requires	more	train-
ing	and	pedagogical	coaching.	Norlandia	
prepared	for	the	change	during	the	year	
and	was	fully	compliant	with	the	new	
requirements	at	year	end.	The	new	law	
makes	is	tough	for	small	entrepreneurs	to	
cope	with	the	regulations	and	this	has	also	
increased	M&A	activity	in	the	market.

Poland
We	started	the	year	in	Poland	with	four	
units	which	increased	to	eleven	during	
the	year.	Some	of	these	units	opened	
during	the	fourth	quarter	of	2018	and	
there	are	ongoing	projects	and	a	pipeline	
to	support	further	growth	in	the	market.	
The	number	of	children	in	our	preschools	
increased	by	280%	during	the	year.

Our	local	organisation	continued	to	de-
velop	during	the	year.	Poland	fully	imple-
mented	Norlandia	branding	and	started	
to	work	with	the	quality	system,	in	order	
to	be	ISO	certified	in	2019/2020.	This	
work	has	also	included	training	sessions	
for	unit	managers	regarding	Norlandia’s	
values,	culture	and	procedures.	A	unique	
Scandinavian-Polish	concept	for	preschool	
facilities	was	also	developed.

There	was	a	lot	of	co-operation	between	
the	countries	in	the	division.	In	February,	
a	workshop	was	arranged	with	peda-
gogues	from	Poland,	Norway	and	Finland	
to develop the Norlandia concept in 
Poland.	To	facilitate	the	appreciation	of	a	
Scandinavian	lifestyle	with	its	emphasis	
on	outdoor	activities	in	our	preschools	
in	Poland,	we	decided	to	offer	free	of	
charge	winter	clothing	to	all	our	children.	
We	also	started	to	offer	Moomin	Lang-
uage	School	service	–	a	digital	language	
learning	tool	developed	in	Finland.	As	
an example of several environmental 
actions,	we	started	to	use	electric	cars	in	
food	transportation.

Germany
Our	operations	under	the	Wekita	brand	
continued	steady	growth	adding	ten	new	
units	during	the	year.	The	concept	is	well	
developed	and	attracts	the	best	employ-
ees	possible,	thereby	allowing	us	to	grow	
in	a	market	with	a	severe	staff	shortage.	
Norlandia	has	also	initiated	work	to	es-
tablish	new	operations	in	different	parts	
of	Germany	during	2019.

Olli Lehtisalo
Norlandia	Preschools	International

COO
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We	bring	Scandinavian	outdoor	culture	to	Poland.	Here,	winter	clothing	is	offered	to	
all	our	customers	free	of	charge.

More	customers	
than last year

SUSTAINABILTY

Our	green	colors	were	clearly	visible	
on	the	annual	Sustainability	Day	
where	the	goal	was	to	invent	the	most	
surprising	way	to	recycle	material.

30%
6165 USERS

HEALTHY INTERIOR

Expansion	to	northern	Finland:	 
Our	first	log-built	preschool	offers	
healthier	learning	conditions	for	kids.

902 EMPLOYEES
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Care

2018	was	a	year	with	continuing	focus	on	
the	future	needs	of	the	growing	elderly	
population	and	the	political	landscape	in	
the	Nordic	countries.	

In	Norway,	the	political	climate	continued	
to	be	challenging	for	private	operators.	
Several	municipalities	were	taking	back	
outsourced	operations	within	the	Care	
sector	and	there	were	very	few	tenders	
coming	out.	In	Sweden,	the	general	elec-
tion	and	the	subsequent	inability	to	form	
a	new	government	fuelled	much	specula-
tion	about	the	future	of	private	welfare	
operators	given	potential	limitations	on	
profits	in	the	sector.	At	the	same	time,	
a	large	part	of	the	private	Care	tenders	
were	put	back	out	on	tenders	again.	 
In	Finland,	the	SOTE	reform	was	being	
discussed	and	the	future	was	unclear.	

Regardless	of	the	political	uncertainties,	
an	increasing	part	of	the	Nordic	popula-
tion	is	growing	older	and	the	need	for	
an expanded elderly care sector and 
lack	of	public	financial	resources	call	for	
increased	private	options.

Norlandia	Care	continued	to	develop	and	
increase	the	part	of	the	operations	that	is	
run	in	own	facilities.	In	Norway	we	started	
developing	Huseby	Atrium,	the	first	senior	
living/elderly	care	operations	that	is	entirely	
privately	financed.	In	Sweden	we	started	
building	an	own	operation	in	Halmstad.	Fur-
thermore,	we	will	open	a	brand	new	elderly	
care home in Boden in the northern part of 
Sweden	in	November	2019.	

We also developed our Norlandia Genera-
tion	Concept,	drawing	upon	the	strengths	
of	having	both	preschools	and	elderly	
care	within	the	same	group	of	companies.	
Two	generation	concepts	in	Sweden,	in	
Norrtälje	and	Knivsta,	were	developed	
and	will	be	opened	in	2020	and	2021	
respectively.
In	addition,	much	focus	was	put	on	
continuous	improvements	with	patient	
safety	in	focus.	The	hard	work	particularly	

at	Oppsalhjemmet	in	Oslo	led	to	multiple	
mentions	of	the	quality	work	around	 
patient	safety	as	noteworthy	practices	in	
the	report	from	“Riksrevisionen”	in	Norway.	
In	Sweden,	novel	approaches	led	to	less	
restricted	but	also	safe	environments	
for	dementia	patients	at	Solliden.	Also,	
multiple	units	implemented	an	electronic	
medication	app	where	signatures	can	be	
done	promptly	at	the	time	of	dispensing	
the	medication	with	reminders	of	when	
medications	should	be	administered.	

The	focus	on	being	a	welfare	innovator	
continued	to	prevail.	A	first	round	of	
employees	from	both	Norway	and	Sweden	
participated	in	a	much-appreciated	 
training	in	the	“Innovation	Academy”	 
and	received	inspiration	and	concrete	
tools	to	bring	back	into	their	own	opera-
tions	in	order	to	support	innovation.	 
The	innovation	board	was	also	initiated.

Norway
In	Norway,	Norlandia	handed	back	the	
operations	at	Orkerød	in	Moss	to	the	 
municipality	and	also	started	preparing	for	
the	handover	of	the	Skoggata	operations.	
We	did	however	re-win	the	contract	for	
the	Gullhaug	nursing	home	in	Bærum	
after	a	tender	process.	We	also	won	the	
tender	competition	for	the	Zefyr	patient	
hotel	in	Bodø	and	prolonged	our	current	
contract	for	the	St.	Olav	patient	hotel	in	
Trondheim	where	we	also	started	up	a	
light	care	ward,	increasing	our	footprint	 
in	the	patient	hotel	segment.

We	continued	to	grow	our	homecare	 
services	in	Oslo	as	well	as	win	a	concession 
	for	home	care	in	Bærum.	In	January	of	
2018	we	acquired	Kamfer	AS	homecare	
operations	which	were	integrated	into	the	
Norlandia	homecare	services	during	the	year.

At	the	end	of	2018	Norlandia	Care	acquired	
Rubicon	AS,	an	occupational	healthcare	
company	in	Tønsberg,	in	order	to	expand	
and complement our specialist healthcare 
unit	Norlandia	Medisinke	Klinikk.

Sweden
In	Sweden,	Norlandia	won	the	tender	
for	Tibblehemmet	and	also	re-won	the	
tender	for	Gammelgården	already	run	 
by	Norlandia.	We	took	over	Soltorp,	 
Vallgården,	Sannagården	and	Vedding	
elderly	care	units	during	the	year.	

The	new	regulations	requiring	all	
private actors to apply for IVO permits 
challenged	the	entire	market.	The	
changes	caused	delays	in	takeovers	and	
prompted	discussions	about	contracts	
with	municipalities	that	are	no	longer	
in	accordance	with	IVO	requirements.	
The	new	requirements	also	mean	that	
the	staffing	requirements	specified	by	
the	municipalities	are	no	longer	always	
sufficient.	Significant	time	and	effort	were	
put	into	these	new	processes.

All	units	participated	in	both	crisis	man-
agement	training	and	ethics	discussions	
during	the	year	to	further	strengthen	our	
capabilities	in	these	areas.

The	first	steps	to	implement	our	much	
appreciated “Mat med smak”	food	
concept	deriving	from	our	preschool	
operations	were	taken	during	2018	and	
will	continue	to	develop	during	2019.	
The	objective	is	to	ensure	quality	of	both	
nutrition	and	the	meal	experience	in	our	
elderly	care	units.

Finland
As	a	result	of	the	strategic	plan	developed	
in	2018,	Norlandia	Care	put	extra	effort	
into	expanding	our	operations	in	Finland.	
In	addition	to	the	well-known	patient	
hotel	in	Tampere,	Norlandia	started	to	
evaluate	opportunities	for	establishing	
elderly	care	units	as	well	as	potential	for	
M&A	in	order	to	establish	a	presence	in	
the	Finnish	care	market.	This	work	led	
to	the	acquisition	of	the	Alina	homecare	
franchise	chain	in	the	beginning	of	 
2019	which	is	the	first	step	into	the	care	
market	in	Finland.

Nathalie Boulas Nilsson
Norlandia Care

CEO
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We	established	
an	Innovation	
Board to encour-
age	new	ideas	
from employees

QUALITY IN ELDERLY CARE

The	Office	of	the	Auditor	General	of	
Norway	has	published	a	report	on	the	
availability	and	quality	of	elderly	care.	
Norlandia Oppsalhjemmet is men-
tioned	many	times	as	a	good	example	
of	contiuous	quality	improvement.

We	won	many	tenders	last	year	in	
Norway	and	Sweden.	Here	are	CEO	
of	Nordlands	sykehuset	Paul	Martin	
Strand,	CEO	Yngvar	Tov	Herbjørnssønn	
and	Country	Manager	Riikka	Aubert	at	
the	opening	of	Zefyr	Patient	Hotel	in	
Bodø,	Norway.

2 936 USERS

3 176 EMPLOYEES

Stora	Alsike	is	an	example	of	Norlandia’s	Generation	Concept.	The	concept	involves	the	
construction	of	properties	that	house	both	an	elderly	care	unit	and	a	preschool.	The	
goal	is	to	create	an	environment	where	children	and	the	elderly	meet	in	a	natural	way.

GOOD LIFE - EVERY DAY
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Integration	services

The Hero Group operates in three 
separate	business	segments:	
Accommodation	Services,	Language	
Services	and	Education	Services.	We	are	
guided	by	the	NHC	strategic	aspiration	
of Being the welfare innovator,	and	
by	the	Hero	aspiration	“By 2025 Hero 
will be a pioneer and powerhouse 
enabling integration and self-sufficiency 
throughout Europe.”	We	offer	expertise	
in	handling	some	of	the	most	pressing	
challenges	currently	facing	modern	
western	democracies:	Migration,	
integration,	and	inclusion	of	immigrants	
in	the	labour	market.	We	contribute	
to	public	cost	reduction	and	security	
through	services,	information	programs	
and	workshops	that	enable	immigrants	
to	take	responsibility	in	their	new	
surroundings	and	to	quickly	become	
contributors.

In	2018	the	Hero	Group	continued	
its	turnaround	process	with	
internationalization,	innovation	and	
growth	in	the	language	services	segment.	
The	number	of	asylum	seekers	to	nations	
in the European Economic Community 
continued	down	11%	from	2017	to	
2018.	Norway	saw	a	decline	of	almost	
25%	from	the	already	historically	low	
arrival	numbers	in	2017.	Compared	
to	the	“normal”	arrival	situation	
before	2015	only	Hungary	has	seen	a	
larger	reduction	than	Norway’s	75%	
decrease.	As	a	consequence,	demand	
for	accommodation	services	in	Norway	
continues	its	downward	trend.	However,	
Hero	is	still	the	most	important	entity	
in	the	sector	in	Norway	with	eight	
centres	in	operation	at	the	end	of	2018.	
During	2018	we	won	continued	operator	
responsibility	for	the	arrival	centre	in	
Østfold	and	the	emergency	centre	in	
Finnmark,	ensuring	a	strong	position	the	
next	time	Norway	sees	an	increase	in	
arrivals	of	asylum	seekers.

During	December	several	tender	
decisions in the Berlin Landesamt für 
Flüchtlingsangelegenheiten	(LAF)	resulted	
in	four	new	contracts.	We	see	this	as	
a	result	of	patiently	building	trust	by	
delivering	high	quality	services	in	the	
Berlin	market.	By	the	end	of	2018	Hero	
operates	a	larger	total	accommodation	
capacity	in	Germany	than	in	Norway.

In	Language	Services	2018	has	been	
a	year	for	preparations.	The	market	is	
undergoing	huge	technological	changes	
with	machine	learning,	automated	
translations	and	voice	recognition	
transforming	the	field.	We	follow	the	
developments	closely	and	aim	to	be	one	
of	the	companies	which	most	efficiently	
utilize	new	technology	to	the	best	for	
current	and	future	customers.

Given	that	public	demand	for	
interpretation	services	continues	to	
decrease,	it	was	important	that	Hero	Tolk	
AB	won	the	most	important	tender	in	the	
Nordics	in	2018	–	the	Kammarkollegiet	
tender	for	a	wide	range	of	Swedish	
government	agencies.	Legal	complaints	
and appeals have postponed the startup 
of	the	contract	to	early	2019.	Due	to	
this	delay	revenue	increase	will	first	be	
seen	during	the	first	half	of	2019.	Our	
Language	services	organization	continues	
its	process	of	building	a	fully	integrated	
Nordic	operation	optimizing	efficiency	
across	Norway,	Sweden	and	Finland.

The	challenging	political	situation	in	
Sweden	has	affected	our	Education	
segment	there	negatively.	We	saw	a	very	
positive	development	with	increasing	
number	of	course	participants	during	the	
first	half	of	2017.	Then	the	number	of	
participants	fell	dramatically	from	January	
2018.	All	our	competitors	experienced	
the	same.	The	reason	was	extensive	
use	of	subsidized	employment	called	
extratjänster	as	the	Swedish	government	

prepared	for	the	September	elections.	
The	unpredictability	in	this	market	for	
several years led us to conclude that 
organic	growth	would	be	too	time-
consuming	and	costly,	and	by	summer	
we	decided	to	shut	down	our	Swedish	
Education	services.	

In	Norway	decreasing	unemployment	and	
changing	political	priorities	have	also	led	
to	fewer	assignments	and	participants	
from	the	Norwegian	Labour	and	Welfare	
Administration	(NAV).	At	the	end	of	2018	
however,	NAV	has	started	to	tender	
support	services	for	job-seekers	worth	
several	billion	Norwegian	kroner.	This	
is	creating	one	of	the	most	interesting	
market	opportunities	for	the	Hero	Group	
in	2019.

We are also proud that concepts from 
our	Education	segment	in	2019	will	be	
piloted	in	the	Berlin	district	of	Marzahn-
Hellersdorf.	More	than	200	refugees	
will	attend	our	interactive	course	on	
gender	roles	and	sexual	violence	called	
Gemeinsam für Respekt und Sicherheit.

Tor Brekke
Hero Group

CEO
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Children	grilling	at	one	of	our	reception	centres	in	Germany

We	established	
our	first	 
reception	centre	
in	1987.

NEW	CONTRACTS	 
IN	GERMANY

4
NEW CONCEPTS

More	than	200	refugees	will	attend	our	
interactive	course	on	gender	roles	and	
sexual violence called Gemeinsam für 
Respekt und Sicherheit in the German 
pilot	version	of	the	program.

Hero	Language	Services	(left)	won	a	
major	contract	with	key	public	organi-
zation	Kammarkollegiet	in	Sweden.

ENABLING A NEW FUTURE

Hero	organized	a	debate	on	inclusion	 
in	the	workforce	at	Arendalsuka.

HERO TOLK 
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Individual & family

Since	the	foundation	in	2010	Aberia’s	
philosophy	has	been	to	assist	people	
with	needs	for	support	to	live	their	lives	
with	dignity.	All	our	services	are	provided	
within	the	Scandinavian	welfare	model.	
This	includes	children,	youth	and	adults.	
Our	core	service	offering	is	divided	into	
two	main	categories.	One	area	is	focused	
on	child	welfare,	family	homes,	foster	
care	and	minor	refugees	in	Norway	and	
in	Sweden.	The	other	main	area	is	care	
services	and	respite	care	services,	which	
we	offer	nationwide	in	Norway.	

The	child	welfare	sector	in	Norway	is	
complex.	54.000	children	and	youths	
between	0	and	22	years	are	in	need	of	
some	level	of	care	services.	40	%	is	taken	
care	of	outside	of	their	homes,	either	in	
foster	care	or	in	institutions,	whereas	60%	
is	taken	care	of	by	their	own	families	with	
assistance	from	service	providers.

The	Norwegian	state	and	the	municipal-
ity	of	Oslo	are	responsible	for	all	child-
care	in	institutions	in	Norway.	They	are	
operating	through	their	own	services	and	
through	tenders.	This	market	has	three	
types	of	providers:	Private,	non-profit	
and	governmental.	The	private	part	of	
the	market	is	driven	by	four	major	players:	
Aberia	Healthcare	and	the	three	Swedish	
companies	Stendi	(formerly	Aleris),	Humana	
and	Team	Olivia.

We	are	able	to	provide	a	sustainable	quality 
due	to	predictability	and	stability	for	
the	children	in	our	care.	We	achieve	this	
because	of	loyal	and	highly	competent	
staff	with	predictable	working	schedules.	
Our	devotion	to	quality	also	shows	in	
the results of external supervisions from 
different	external	authorities.	In	2016	
we	had	no	deviations	in	any	of	our	child	
welfare	institutions.	

There	are	almost	63.000	people	who	
need	care	around	the	clock	in	Norway.	
22.000	are	taken	care	of	in	their	own	
homes	and	41.000	are	cared	for	in	institu-
tions.	These	numbers	are	expected	to	
increase	for	all	age	groups.	There	is	also	
an	increasing	demand	for	respite	care,	
throughout	the	country.

Within care services and respite care ser-
vices	we	operate	as	a	private	enterprise	in	
the	public	sector.	We	have	approximately	
20	tender	processes	going	on	at	all	times.	
We	provide	services	for	people	who	have	
special	needs	or	who	are	unable	to	take	
care of themselves and are dependent on 
practical	or	personal	assistance	in	order	to	
undertake	everyday	tasks.	We	have	flexible	
working	schedules	enabling	efficient	oper-
ations	and	at	the	same	time	maintaining	
high	quality	services.

In	2016	we	have	conducted	surveys	on	
employee	satisfaction	and	customer	 
satisfaction,	both	with	satisfying	results.	
Average	score	on	both	surveys	were	
around	85	%	satisfaction.

We	dedicate	significant	effort	towards	
improvement	in	treatment	practices,	pro-
viding	meaningful	activities	and	the	right	
care	for	those	we	are	responsible	for.	It	is	
rewarding	to	see	that	our	work	provides	
We	have	great	expectations	for	the	coming	
year.	Two	large	tenders	from	the	Health	
and	Welfare	Agency	in	the	municipality	
of	Oslo	are	scheduled	for	2019.	Under	
the	terms	of	this	contract	it	is	left	up	
to	the	users	to	make	their	own	choice	
of	care	provider.	This	means	we	have	to	
work	differently	and	with	higher	intensity	
on	marketing	our	services,	in	addition	to	
our	continuous	work	on	improving	user	
satisfaction.

Our	achievements	and	new	acquisitions	
during	2016	have	brought	us	to	a	point	
where	we	are	ready	to	expand	all	of	our	
services	nationwide	in	Norway	in	2017.	

Aberia in Sweden
Aberia	has	operated	in	Sweden	for	several	
years,	mainly	within	child	welfare.	Aberia	
is	now	ready	for	growth	in	our	core	seg-
ments.	We	are	well	prepared	for	growth	
within	child	welfare	services	and	family	
homes	for	2019.	Establishing	sheltered	
housing	and	respite	care	services	are	
also included in our scheduled plans for 
operations	in	Sweden.	

In	both	Norway	and	Sweden	Aberia	make	
important	contributions	to	create	and	
preserve	a	sustainable	welfare	state.	
We	are	creative	and	innovative,	and	we	
experience	that	our	way	of	working	is	
perceived	as	an	inspiration	to	the	public	
sector.	We	benefit	society	through	
adoption	and	spreading	of	innovative	
methods	and	use	of	new	technologies	at	
our	institutions.	We	eagerly	seek	digital	
solutions	throughout	our	operations.	
Aberia	has	a	solid	reputation	and	we	are	
proud	to	have	leaders	and	owners	who	
put	quality	and	dignity	first.	

Nina Torp Høisæter 
Aberia	Healthcare

CEO
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Everyone 
deserves the 
same 
possibilities	
and	rights.BNOK

DRIVE FOR LIFE

Drive	For	Life		is	an	afterschool	activity	
offering		for	children	and	teenagers	
having	difficulties.	DNV	(Det	norske	
Veritas)	has	calculated	that	they	have	
saved society over one and a half 
billion	Norwegian	kroner	by	helping	
these	young	people	through	a	difficult	
period	of	life.

1.5

512 USERS1147 EMPLOYEES

We	contribute	to	a	better	future	by	developing	an	individual’s	own	resources,	to	the	
benefit	and	enjoyment	of	themselves,	their	famillies,	employers	and	society.

DIGNITY FOR ALL
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Erlend Haugseth
NHC Group

Investment Director

Property	and	business	 
development
Much	public	service	in	the	sectors	in	
which	NHC	operates	has	a	significant	
property	side.	Given	the	need	for	
renewal	that	exists,	property-driven	
opportunities	could	to	a	greater	extent	
become	an	entry	point	for	NHC	going	
forward.	With	the	proper	government	
regulations,	NHC	is	ready	to	take	part	in	
the	effort	to	modernize	huge	parts	of	the	
capacity	required	in	the	years	to	come.	
Norway	appears	to	have	significantly	
underinvested	in	capacity,	and	it	is	
promising	that	the	new	government	
declaration	signals	a	new	level	of	
openness	for	private	companies.

NHC	Property	Development	is	now	
fully	operational	and	we	have	already	
signed	several	large	property	projects	for	
elderly	care,	care	of	disabled	persons	and	
preschools.	We	have	all	the	know	how	
within	the	NHC	Property	development	for	
the	different	stages	in	a	project:	Business	
development,	construction	management	
and	long-term	maintenance.

In	Sweden,	our	focus	over	the	last	year	
has	been	on	growing	within	all	segments,	
either	by	long-term	tenant,	realizing	joint	
venture	projects	or	by	own	constructions.

Knowing	the	market	is	obviously	important	
for	our	success,	including	an	understand-
ing	of	political	conditions.	Thus,	the	
election	last	year	was	very	much	a	factor	
for	us.	We	recognized	early	that	West-
ern	Sweden	could	be	up	for	a	change	in	
the	political	landscape	which	may	have	
consequences for demand for services for 
all	segments	of	NHC.		In	Q4	we	decided	
to	open	a	new	office	in	Gothenburg	and	
recruited	a	business	developer	to	pursue	
opportunities	in	that	region.		

We	have	devoted	significant	time	to	
upgrade	our	interior	concepts	both	in	
Care	and	in	Preschools.	The	focus	in	the	
upgrade	for	Care	has	been	to	have	a	
homely	feeling	in	our	care	homes,	partly	
by	letting	the	green	gardens	comes	
inside.	In	the	Preschool	segment	we	
have divided our concepts into three 
that	the	preschool	manager	can	select	
from:	Forest,	city,	or	mountain.	With	
these	concepts	we	have	a	state-of-the-
art	product	for	the	future	that	we	now	
use	as	a	base	in	all	our	new	construction	
projects	and	when	we	rebuild.

The	new	concept	descriptions	also	have	
positive	effects	by	shortening	project-
ing	time	and	reducing	recurrent	building	
costs.	

Business development
Within	NHC	business	development	we	
consider	acquisitions	and	new	business	
opportunities	that	complement	NHC’s	
current	business	model	and/or	our	
strategic	plans.	These	growth	projects	
are	driven	and	facilitated	through	our	
common	growth	and	integration	method-
ology.	Furthermore,	we	also	support	line	
management	with	strategy-	and	concept	
development	projects,	new	country	
entries	and	through	general	project	man-
agement	methodology.	

In	the	market	for	welfare	services,	the	
business	development	function	within	the	
NHC	Group	continuously	works	to	expand	
our	national	and	international	network	
of	connections	for	future	capacity	
development.	We	look	to	identify	future	
market	opportunities	and	work	with	our	
business	partners	and	municipalities	
to	see	how	and	where	we	best	can	
serve	the	public	with	our	services.	This	
work	is	done	through	meetings	with	
municipalities,	collaborative	companies,	
company	owners	or	ownership	structures,	
brokers	and	Innovation	Norway.	

On	the	real	estate	side,	we	collaborate	
with	several	real	estate	companies	across	
different	countries	as	counterparts	to	
rental	contracts,	on	joint	venture	projects	
and	real	estate	development	projects.		
We	continuously	look	for	growth	through	
acquisitions	of	plots	and	buildings	for	our	
divisions	and	welcome	any	real	estate	 
related	requests	as	a	sole	owner	or	through	
co-ownerships.

Henrik Gidmark
NHC	Property	Development	AB

MD
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GENERATION CONCEPT

Norlandias	Generation	Concept	in-
volves	the	construction	of	properties	
that	house	both	the	elderly	and	pre-
school	and	have	the	goal	of	creating	
living	environments	where	children	
and	the	elderly	meet	in	a	natural	way.	
Common	areas	create	conditions	
where	interaction	between	genera-
tions	takes	place.	

INTERIOR INNOVATION

Interdisciplinary	groups	have	worked	
on	defining	criteria	and	guidelines	 
for	creating	healthy	and	stimulating	 
interior	designs	for	our	Nursing	
Homes	and	Preschools	in	the	future.

NORLANDIA GARDENS

Our	interior	design	concept	for	elderly	
care	is	called	"Norlandia	gardens,	 
the	mind's	journey”.	Its	purpose	is	
to	create	a	health-promoting	living	
environment	for	residents	as	well	as	
a	stimulating	and	attractive	place	for	
employees	and	relatives.	The	interior	
supports	our	efforts	to	provide	a	 
"good	life	-	every	day”for	the	residents.
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There	is	great	value	in	our	struggles,	
and	human	nature	has	shown	us	that	
we	only	value	the	things	we	struggle	
to	achieve.	
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Board of directors

FOUNDER	AND	 

CHAIRMAN	OF	THE	BOARD	OF	DIRECTORS

Kristian	has	an	MBA	from	the	University	
of	Wisconsin	and	a	Master	of	Science	 
in	Business	Administration	from	the	
Norwegian	Business	School,	BI	(sivil-
økonom).	He	has	more	than	30	years	of	
business	experience.	He	has	founded	a	
number	of	companies	within	the	Adolfsen	
Group	and	holds	several	directorships.

Kristian A. Adolfsen

FOUNDER	AND	 

MEMBER	OF	THE	BOARD	OF	DIRECTORS

Roger	has	an	MBA	from	the	University	
of	Wisconsin	and	a	Master	of	Science	
in	Business	Administration	from	the	
Norwegian	Business	School,	BI	(sivil-
økonom).	He	has	more	than	30	years	of	
business	experience.	He	has	founded	a	
number	of	companies	within	the	Adolfsen	
Group	and	holds	several	directorships.

MEMBER	OF	THE	BOARD	OF	DIRECTORS

Ingvild	qualified	as	a	Chartered	Electro-	
Engineer	at	the	Norwegian	University	
of	Science	and	Technology	(NTNU).	
She	was	formerly	the	Managing	
Director	of	Alcatel	Telecom,	Telenor	
Mobile	and	Network	Norway.	Ingvild	
is	currently	self-employed.	She	has	
had,	and	continues	to	hold,	a	number	
of	directorships	in	public	and	private	
enterprises.

Roger Adolfsen Ingvild Myhre
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COMPANY
Norlandia Health & Care Group AS 
(“NHC”) is a leading Nordic provider of 
care services operating within the five 
segments; Preschools, Care, Integration 
Services, Individual & Family and Real 
Estate. The parent company is 
headquartered in Oslo, Norway.

OPERATIONS
Preschools
The Preschools segment includes the 
preschool activities within Norlandia 
Preschools AS and Kidsa Barnehager AS. 
Per year-end 2018, the segment included 
300 preschool units in Norway, Sweden, 
Finland, Netherlands and Poland, as well 
as Germany, which is not consolidated. 
This represents an increase of 50 units 
year on year.  

Care
Norlandia Care provides services within 
institutional elderly care, patient hotels 
and home care services in Norway, 
Sweden and Finland.  49 elderly care 
homes were operated by Norlandia as of 
year-end 2018, of which 40 were in 
Sweden. Norlandia Care operates both 
tender contracts and, increasingly, 
through own management initiatives.   

Integration Services
The integrations services are offered 
through Hero Group AS. The company 
was established in 1987 and has grown to 
become one of the largest private 
providers of care services related to 
forced migrants, refugees and asylum 
seekers in Norway and Sweden. The 
group has extensive competence and 
experience acquired through 30 years of 
operations. The service offering includes 
reception centers for asylum seekers, 
interpretation services and education 
services. 

Individual & Family
The services within the Individual & 
Family segment are provided by Aberia 
Healthcare AS – a Nordic provider of 
health-, welfare- and care services for 
children and young as well as people with 
physical and mental disabilities. The 
group was established in 2010 and has 
grown to become a significant player in 
the Nordic market. The services are 
divided in three main areas: services 
related to childcare institutions and 
foster homes; care services for people 
within all age groups with physical and 
mental disabilities; and respite care and 
personal assistance. Most of the 
contracts in the group are with the 
government, municipalities or city district 
authorities. 

Real Estate
Care Properties AS is a real estate 
developer for Norlandia Health & Care 
Group (NHC). As part of NHC’s business 
model, Care Properties develops or 
acquires care related real estate, for NHC 
operations. Normally, the various 
properties will subsequently be divested 
based on a long term lease contract with 
NHC. The real estate projects will be 
financed separately and outside the ring 
fence structure of the Group’s bond loan.  

COMMENTS TO THE CONSOLIDATED 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The Group’s revenues increased from 
NOK 4,834.9 million in 2017 to NOK 
4,856.6 million in 2018 primarily 
explained by international growth within 
Preschools, offset by a decrease within 
Integration Services. Net profit increased 
from NOK 15.6 million in 2017 to NOK 
66.8 million in 2018. 

Profit from operations came in at NOK 
137.1 million in 2018, up from NOK 132.5 
million in 2017.
  

The Group generated cash flow from 
operating activities of NOK 110.6 million 
in 2018 down from NOK 139.3 million in 
2017. Net cash used in investing activities 
decreased from NOK -174.3 million in 
2017 to NOK -129.4 million in 2018. 

As of 31.12.2018, the Group had a cash 
balance of NOK 231.9 million, down from 
NOK 351.4 million one year prior. In 
addition, the Group has a revolving credit 
facility of NOK 300 million, of which NOK 
90 million was drawn per year-end 2018.
 
The Group had total assets of NOK 
3,585.0 million per year-end 2018, down 
from NOK 3,651.5 million in 2017.

The Group’s long-term debt amounted to 
NOK 2,008.1 million, of which NOK 
1,817.1 million relates to the bond loans 
in Norlandia Health & Care Group. 

The Group’s book equity of NOK 437.6 
million, entails an equity ratio of 12.2%, 
flat on 2017.

The Group’s financial position is sound 
and adequate to settle short-term 
obligations with the Group’s liquid assets.
 
The consolidated financial statements 
have been prepared in accordance with 
International Financial Reporting 
Standards (IFRSs) as adopted by EU. The 
new implemented standards IFRS 9 and 
IFRS 15 have no material effect on the 
Group’s consolidated financial 
statements.

The implementation of IFRS 16, effective 
from 01.01.19, will have a material effect 
on the Group’s financial figures (see note 
1).

COMMENTS TO THE PARENT COMPANY 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Operating profit for the parent company 

The board of directors’ report 2018
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Amounted to NOK -3.8 million in 2018, 
up from NOK -5.0 million in 2017. Net 
financials increased from NOK 0.2 million 
in 2017, to NOK 78.8 million in 2018, on 
the back of financial income from 
subsidiaries. Profit from the year 
amounted to NOK 61.9 million, up from 
NOK 12.4 million in 2017.  
 
Total assets per 31.12.2018 were NOK 
2,517.5 million. 
 
Total long-term debt per 31.12.18 was 
NOK 1,800.1 million, which consisted of 
the listed NOK and SEK bond issues 
(adjusted for issuing costs). In addition, 
the parent company has short-term 
liabilities to financial institutions of NOK 
90.0 million, relating to the credit facility.
 
Total equity amounted to NOK 301.9 
million, up from NOK 300 million in 2017, 
giving an equity ratio of 12.0%.

Use of Alternative Performance 
Measures
Alternative Performance Measures (APM) 
is understood as a financial measure of 
historical or future financial performance, 
financial position, or cash flows, other 
than a financial measure defined or 
specified in the applicable financial 
reporting framework. Norlandia Health & 
Care Group reports certain alternative 
performance measures in its financial 
reports as a supplement to the financial 
statements reported in accordance with 
IFRS. The APMs are used consistently 
over time and accompanied by 
comparatives for the corresponding 
previous periods.

Definitions:
EBITDA: Earnings Before Interest, Tax, 
Depreciation and Amortization
EBIT: Earnings Before Interest and Tax
Total Net Debt: As used in the 
incurrence test; total interest bearing 
debt, less back-to-back loans towards 

Pioneer Property Group, less cash and 
cash equivalents 

Going concern
In accordance with the Norwegian 
Accounting Act §3-3a, we confirm that 
the financial statements have been 
prepared under the assumption of a 
going concern. This assumption is based 
on profit forecasts for 2019 and the 
Group’s long-term strategic forecasts. 
The Group’s economic and financial 
position is sound. 

Future challenges and market outlook
Within Preschools Norway, we expect to 
be negatively affected by the new 
staffing norm. An increase in staffing has 
commenced in order to be fully 
compliant as of August 2019. However, 
there are still material uncertainties 
relating to the staffing norm, namely the 
issue of compensation during the 2-year 
transition period, and whether certain 
staff are to be included or excluded in 
relation to the staffing requirements. 
Consequently, the extent of the negative 
effects from the staffing norm are still 
uncertain. There are however, several 
mitigating measures available to us, 
which should allow for healthy margins 
also going forward.  

Meanwhile, we continue our strong 
growth in other geographies. 2018 
marked strong growth in revenue and 
profitability in Finland, the Netherlands 
and Sweden, while Poland and Germany 
are still in a start-up phase. We expect 
normalized margins in these markets, to 
be well above those in Norway even 
before the implementation of the staffing 
norm, and as such, our international 
segment will be increasingly important to 
the Group overall. 

50 new preschools were opened during 
2018, bringing the total number of units 
to 300 as per year-end 2018. The start-up 

costs of a new unit, include direct 
operating expenses prior to opening, 
relating to procurement and staffing, as 
well as operating losses during the first 
months of operation. Although large 
variations between geographies and 
specific units, on average, a new 
preschool reaches normalized operating 
margins after around 10 – 12 months. 
With the substantial capacity added 
during 2018, the inherent growth costs 
are material and will continue to pressure 
margins during 2019. Going forward, 
focus will be on controlled and profitable 
growth in selected markets, while 
gradually reducing growth costs in 
exchange for higher margins.   

As Norlandia Preschools will see a slow-
down in the growth rate, we will seek to 
capture attractive M&A opportunities 
through NH Europe, our newly 
established JV with Hospitality Invest. 
The company, owned 49% by NHC, will 
acquire profitable preschool operations 
in select markets, 60% financed through 
a EUR 12.5 million non-recourse DNB 
credit facility.  

Norlandia Care’s tender portfolio within 
institutional elderly care continues to be 
challenging, with pressure on margins 
and rough sailing within the political 
landscape. However, Care delivered a 
solid performance for 2018 and several 
tenders have been won in Sweden after 
the balance sheet date, with decent 
margins. In Norway, we won a tender on 
an existing contract set to expire, the 
contract on St. Olav’s Patient Hotel has 
been extended, and we took over 
operations of the new Zefyr Patient Hotel 
in Bodø, Norway, in December.

Within Home Care and Patient Hotels, we 
continue to deliver positive results.

Our long term strategy for the Care 
segment remains, and we continue our 
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efforts to position ourselves to deliver 
high quality services for the elderly in the 
future and to introduce new concept 
developments. To do this, we aim to 
expand our service offering, mainly based 
on organic initiatives.

Post the reporting date, Norlandia Care 
Finland acquired Alina, a Home Care 
service provider. Alina operates through 
a franchise model and provides services 
to elderly and children. We expect the 
business to compliment well our existing 
operations in Finland, namely our Patient 
Hotel in Tampere as well as our 
preschools. 

Within Hero, the remaining 8 reception 
centers in Norway continue to deliver 
positive results. There are currently no 
signals suggesting this will change going 
forward. Germany, being in a start-up 
phase, has delivered negative results 
during 2018, but won 2 tenders in Q3 and 
another 2 tenders in Q4, bringing the 
total to 5 centers in operation as of year-
end 2018. We are now in a position to 
deliver break-even results in Germany, 
while additional volume is necessary to 
generate meaningful contributions to 
Hero’s EBITA.

Within Education, we have struggled with 
falling demand both in Norway and 
Sweden, and both divisions have lost 
money in 2018. Consequently, Education 
Sweden will be terminated during Q1’19. 
The expected associated costs of 
discontinuing this division have been 
booked in 2018 as a provision. Education 
Norway is being restructured, with the 
aim to deliver positive results in 2019.

Interpretation won a large contract with 
Kammarkollegiet in Sweden, which 
should yield new annual revenues of 
around SEK 70 million. However, the 
contract award was appealed by a 
competitor, which has delayed contract 

commencement significantly. 
Consequently, we have incurred costs 
related to contract preparations, with as 
of yet, no income. The appeal was finally 
dismissed and the contract started in 
1Q’19. We expect to see the full effects 
and normalized margins from this 
contract in late 2H19. We also expect to 
participate in several large contract 
tenders during 2019.

Aberia operates several sub-segments 
with large variations. The large segment 
directed towards Child Care deliver 
strong results after a successful turn-
around. We are currently in the process 
of replicating these efforts within other 
troubled segments, most notably 
Assisted Living Norway and 
rehabilitation.

Going forward, Aberia will intensify its 
focus on the Child Care segment, Assisted 
Living (LSS), and Personal Assistance 
(BPA). The two latter segments are still in 
an investment phase, which will impact 
margins during 1H19. During the year, we 
expect to demonstrate healthy margins 
within these segments, while certain loss-
making operations will have been 
discontinued. 

Although Aberia overall has delivered 
weak results in 2018, the core operations 
adjusted for start-up costs within LSS 
Sweden delivered healthy profitability. 
We remain optimistic that we can 
demonstrate the intrinsic value of these 
operations through positive and growing 
margins during 2019.

Within Real Estate, we expect continued 
strong performance, with several 
property realizations during 2019. 
Meanwhile, we continue to develop our 
property portfolio in Poland, Norway and 
Sweden.

There are no other known events 
expected to have significant effect on the 
Group’s performance in 2019. 

FINANCIAL RISK
Overall view on objectives and strategy
The Group is exposed to financial risk in 
different areas, including exchange rate 
risk, market risk, credit risk and liquidity 
risk. The Group is continuously assessing 
these risks.

Market risk
The regulatory framework has a 
significant influence for the Group and 
our ability to deliver services with high 
quality. Political risk is therefore present 
as major shifts may have a significant 
impact on the way we deliver our 
services. In general, these discussions 
mainly relate to Norway and Sweden. In 
Norway this debate and possible negative 
outcomes are expected to intensify 
towards the Autumn municipal elections. 
While Sweden has clearly and positively 
culminated with the Reepalu June voting 
in Parliament, and now with the new 
Governmental platform, we see that the 
debate is also picking up and being 
intensified in Finland. This must be 
understood towards the Government 
election held 14 April 2019. However, 
there are also claims that the framework 
within various care segments are simply 
not solid enough, and care segments in 
Finland should expect to be affected by 
this. NHC remains mobilized and is part 
of a stronger Nordic initiative to address 
the expected rough sailing also going 
forward, among other meant to benefit 
from valuable experiences from Sweden. 

To limit our exposure to unfavourable 
political and market shifts, we continue 
to diversify our operations. 

Exchange rate risk
The Group has operations in Norway, 
Sweden, Finland, the Netherlands, 
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Germany and Poland. Currency 
fluctuations may have a negative effect 
on the Group’s financial conditions and 
results of operations. The Group is 
predominantly exposed to the SEK NOK 
exchange rate as the financial statements 
are presented in NOK and around 40% of 
revenues are generated in SEK. However, 
the Group has a corresponding share of 
costs in SEK and about 58% of its bond 
debt is denominated in SEK, both 
representing natural hedges to the 
operations. The Group has a growing 
exposure to the EUR NOK exchange rate 
as operations in the Netherlands, Finland 
and Germany are growing. The Group is 
monitoring the exposure and may 
consider to hedge this exposure in the 
future.  The Group is further exposed to 
changes in interest rates as most long-
term debt in the Group is subject to 
floating interest rates. The Group has not 
established any interest rate hedging 
mechanisms.  

Credit risk
The risk of losses on receivables is 
considered very low in the Group as a 
considerable part of revenues is towards 
governmental entities and municipalities. 
The Group has not yet experienced 
significant losses on receivables. 

Liquidity risk
The Group’s liquidity is sound, enabling 
each Group company to handle short-
term obligations. The Group will continue 
to experience large movements in 
working capital, which will affect the cash 
position on any given month.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
NHC is a limited liability company 
organized under Norwegian law with a 
governance structure based on 
Norwegian corporate law. The 
Company’s corporate governance model 
is structured to provide a foundation for 
long-term value creation through an 

efficient organization with solid 
management. A manual covering 
standards and routines for relevant 
corporate governance matters has been 
prepared by the administration and 
approved by the Board of Directors. 

The Company has a one-tier board with 
four directors, including the two largest 
shareholders and two independent 
directors. The governance structure is 
further based on the Norwegian Code of 
Practice for Corporate Governance and 
the Company is continuously seeking to 
adopt a larger part of the 
recommendations.

On 24th February, Åge Danielsen, on his 
own initiative due to retirement, stepped 
down from the position as Member of 
the Board of NHC AS. Åge has been a 
member of the Board since the inception 
of NHC in 2017, and before that, of other 
Group companies, also as Chairman, 
since 2008. Both the Board and the 
administration are grateful for the 
profound wisdom, insights and 
contribution Åge has made over the last 
11 years, and wish him all the best going 
forward. The Annual General Meeting 
will elect a new Board in Q2’19.

NHC publishes four interim financial 
statements in addition to the ordinary 
annual financial statements. The financial 
statements shall satisfy legal and 
regulatory requirements and be prepared 
in accordance with the adopted 
accounting policies, and be published 
according to the schedule adopted by the 
Board. Closing of accounts, financial 
reporting and key risk analysis are 
provided monthly to the Group 
Management. These monthly reports 
also include financials per segment, 
which are analyzed and addressed 
against set budgets.
 

In connection with closing of accounts for 
the various segments, business review 
meetings are held to identify risk factors 
and measures linked to important 
accounting items or other factors. The 
management also has separate meetings 
with the external auditor to review such 
risk factors and measures.

The Group has an Audit Committee 
consisting of two board representatives. 
The committee has established routines 
and instructions for their work, including 
an annual plan for its tasks, with 
recurring topics to ensure continuous 
improvement and control. The 
Company’s Audit Committee met four 
times during 2018. 

The Group has risk management 
processes in place within each subsidiary, 
which are adapted to fit the size, 
complexity and risk profile of each entity. 
The routines focus on managing risks as 
well as identifying opportunities.  

THE WORKING ENVIRONMENT AND 
THE EMPLOYEES
The number of employees in the Group 
amounted to ~9,700 in 2018. The 
working environment is considered to be 
good and efforts for improvements are 
made on an ongoing basis. The Group 
aims to be a workplace with equal 
opportunities and seeks to prevent 
gender discrimination in all aspects of our 
operations. Leave of absence is an 
important performance indicator and is 
measured throughout the Group’s 
operational entities, but not on a 
consolidated basis. There has been no 
significant leave of absence in the parent 
company during 2018.

ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT
The Group’s operations are not harmful 
to the environment and are not regulated 
by any licenses related to waste handling. 
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ALLOCATION OF INCOME IN THE 
PARENT COMPANY
Norlandia Health & Care Group AS’ result 
for 2018 ended at NOK 61.9 million. The 

Board of Directors has proposed the net 
profit of Norlandia Health & Care Group 
AS to be allocated as follows:

NOK 61.9 million to other equity.
 

Oslo, 28 April 2019

Board of Directors of Norlandia Health & Care Group AS

Kristian A. Adolfsen
Chairman of the Board

Roger Adolfsen
Member of the Board

Ingvild Myhre
Member of the Board

Yngvar Tov Herbjørnssønn
CEO
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Norlandia Health & Care Group AS’ 
consolidated financial statements have 
been prepared and presented in 
accordance with IFRSs and IFRICs as 
adopted by the EU and additional 
disclosure requirements in the 
Norwegian Accounting Act, that should 
be used as of 31.12.2018. 
The separate financial statements for 
Norlandia Health & Care Group AS have 
been prepared in accordance with the 
Norwegian Accounting Act and 
Norwegian accounting standards as of 
31.12.2018. The Board of Directors 
report for the group and the parent 
company is in accordance with the 
requirements of the Norwegian 
Accounting Act and Norwegian 
accounting standard, as of 31.12.2018. 

To the best of our knowledge:
 The consolidated and separate annual 

financial statements for 2018 have 
been prepared in accordance with 
applicable accounting standards.

 The consolidated and separate annual 
financial statements give a true and 
fair view of the assets, liabilities, 
financial position, and result of 
operations as a whole as of 
31.12.2018, for the Group and the 
Parent company. 

The Board of Directors’ report for the 
Group and the Parent company include a 
true and fair review of: 
 The development and performance of 

the business and the position of the 
Group and the Parent company. 

 The principal risks and uncertainties 
the Group and the Parent company 
face.

Oslo, 28 April 2019

Board of Directors of Norlandia Health & Care Group AS

Kristian A. Adolfsen
Chairman of the Board

Roger Adolfsen
Member of the Board

Ingvild Myhre
Member of the Board

Yngvar Tov Herbjørnssønn
CEO

Statement from the Board of Directors
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Consolidated Statement of Comprehensive Income
Norlandia Health & Care Group - for the year ended 31 December 2018

(Amounts in NOK thousand)

Note 2018 2017
Revenue 4 4 724 785 4 704 459
Other operating income 4,21 131 782 130 480
Net operating revenue 4 856 567 4 834 939

Raw materials and consumables used 142 280 127 880
Staff costs 5 3 540 043 3 410 131
Depreciation and amortisation expense 8,9 78 718 100 448
Other operating expenses 5,18 958 464 1 064 022
Total operating expenses 4 719 504 4 702 480

Profit from operations 137 063 132 459

Finance income 6 41 144 15 009
Finance expense 6 -118 484 -167 902
Share of post-tax profits of associates 11 -1 406 7 591
Net finance -78 746 -145 303

Profit before tax 58 317 -12 844

Tax expense 7 8 494 28 485

Profit 66 811 15 641

Other comprehensive income

Items that will not be reclassified to profit or loss
Remeasurements of post employment benefit obligations 19 -11 060 -89 985
Deferred tax on remeasurement of post employment benefit obligation 16 2 433 21 596
Other items net of deferred tax -2 416 5 029

Items that may be subsequently reclassified to profit or loss
Currency translation differences -4 593 23 545

Total other comprehensive income -15 636 -39 815

Total comprehensive income 51 175 -24 173

Profit controlling interests 64 076 12 553
Profit non-controlling interests 2 735 3 089

66 811 15 641

Total comprehensive income controlling interests 48 485 -27 763
Total comprehensive income non-controlling interests 2 690 3 589

51 175 -24 173
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Consolidated Statement of Financial Position
Norlandia Health & Care Group - for the year ended 31 December 2018

(Amounts in NOK thousand)

ASSETS
Note 2018 2017

Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment 8 428 947 409 525
Deferred tax asset 16 70 155 76 084
Intangible assets 9 2 239 888 2 206 829
Investment in associated companies 11 20 976 14 302
Other investments 3 21 965 29 056
Other receivables 13, 21 111 003 140 603
Total non-current assets 2 892 934 2 876 399

Current assets
Inventories 3 931 6 695
Trade and other receivables 13, 21 456 210 417 033
Cash and cash equivalents 22 231 912 351 354
Total current assets 692 053 775 081

Total assets 3 584 987 3 651 480
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Consolidated Statement of Financial Position
Norlandia Health & Care Group - for the year ended 31 December 2018

(Amounts in NOK thousand)

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Note 2018 2017

Equity attributable to owners of the parent
Share capital 14 300 000 300 000
Other equity 98 241 109 756
Total equity attributable to owners of the parent 398 241 409 756

Non-controlling interest 39 329 37 095
Total equity 437 570 446 851

Non-current liabilities
Pension liabilities 19 167 183 153 981
Loans and borrowings 15, 23 2 008 077 2 047 104
Derivative financial liabilities 12 - 423
Deferred tax liability 16 166 809 185 457
Provisions 2 609 2 933
Total non-current liabilities 2 344 677 2 389 898

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables 16, 17 690 084 784 693
Loans and borrowings 15, 23 112 656 23 140
Taxes payable 16 - 6 899
Total current liabilities 802 740 814 731

Total liabilities 3 147 417 3 204 629

Total equity and liabilities 3 584 987 3 651 480

Oslo, 28 April 2019

Board of Directors of Norlandia Health & Care Group AS

Kristian A. Adolfsen
Chairman of the Board

Roger Adolfsen
Member of the Board

Ingvild Myhre
Member of the Board

Yngvar Tov Herbjørnssønn
CEO
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Consolidated Statement of Changes in Equity
Norlandia Health & Care Group - for the year ended 31 December 2018

(Amounts in NOK thousand)

Share capital
Share 

premium
Retained 
earnings

Translation 
differences

Non-
controlling 

interests Total equity

31-Dec-16 300 000 66 303 114 405 682 458 481 847

Comprehensive Income for the year
Profit - -6 303 18 856 - 3 089 15 641
Other comprehensive Income - - -63 359 23 044 500 -39 815

Total comprehensive Income for the year - -6 303 -44 503 23 044 3 589 -24 173

Contributions by and distributions to owners
Incorporation - - - - - -
Capital increase - - - - - -
Capitalization issue - - - - - -
Increased non-controlling interest from business 
combinations (Note 20) - - - - 33 245 33 245
Distribution to owners - - -43 871 - -205 -44 068
Acquisition of shares from non-controlling interest 
(note 11) - - - - 8 -

Consideration for shares in subsidiaries (Note 11) - - - - - -

Total contributions by and distributions to owners - - -43 871 - 33 048 -10 823

31-Dec-17 300 000 60 000 26 030 23 726 37 095 446 851

Comprehensive Income for the year
Profit - - 64 076 - 2 735 66 811
Other comprehensive Income - - -11 043 -4 548 -45 -15 636

Total comprehensive Income for the year - - 53 033 -4 548 2 690 51 175

Contributions by and distributions to owners
Incorporation - - - - - -
Capital increase - - - - - -
Capitalization issue - - - - - -
Increased non-controlling interest from business 
combinations (Note 20) - - - - - -

Group distribution to parent company - -60 000 - - - -60 000
Acquisition of shares from non-controlling interest 
(note 11) - - - - -456 -456

Consideration for shares in subsidiaries (Note 11) - - - - - -

Total contributions by and distributions to 
owners - -60 000 - - -456 -60 456

31-Dec-18 300 000 - 79 063 19 178 39 329 437 570
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Consolidated Statement of Cash Flow
Norlandia Health & Care Group - for the year ended 31 December 2018

(Amounts in NOK thousand)

Note 2018 2017

Cash flows from operating activities
Profit for the year 66 811 15 641
Adjustments for: - -
Depreciation of property, plant and equipment 8 43 320 45 854
Amortisation of intangible fixed assets 9 35 398 34 328
Share of post-tax profits of associates 11 - -
Changes in fair value of financial instruments 12 - -956
Interest income/interest expense and financial items 90 876 89 369
Income tax expense 7 -8 494 -28 485

Changes in working capital
Changes in accounts receivable and payables -34 783 55 031
Increase in inventories 2 647 -2 237
Increase in trade and other payables 9 134 79 996
Increase in provisions and employee benefits -78 655 -147 662
Cash generated from operations 126 255 140 880

Income taxes paid -15 663 -1 551
Net cash flows from operating activities 110 592 139 329

Investing activities
Net book value proceeds from sale of assets 132 580 27 704
Purchases of property, plant and equipment 8 -193 357 -117 378
Net investment in shares in associates and others 11, 20 -6 674 -18 491
Net investment in shares in subsidiaries 20 -74 175 -66 100
Net changes in financial receivables 6 3 229 -
Interest received 8 986 -
Net cash used in investing activities -129 411 -174 265

Financing activities
Payments of long-term loan to finance institutions 15, 23 -24 857 -528 100
Changes in short-term loan to finance institutions 15 92 040 -
Proceeds from long-term borrowings from finance institutions 15 17 944 -
Interest paid 6 -99 839 -105 400
Payment to non-controlling interest - -200
Distribution to owners 11 -77 943 -41 954
Purchase of shares from non-controlling interests 11 - -
Net cash (used in)/from financing activities -92 654 -675 654

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents -111 474 -710 589
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year 22 351 354 1 060 241
Exchange (losses)/gains on cash and cash equivalents -7 968 1 702
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year 231 912 351 354
*The group has a bank overdraft facility of NOK 300 million, of which NOK 90 million was drawn as of 31 December 2018.
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Notes to the consolidated statements
1. ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Basis of preparation
The principal accounting policies adopted in the preparation of the financial statements are set out below. The policies have been 
consistently applied to all the years presented, unless otherwise stated. The consolidated financial statements have been prepared 
under the historical cost convention, as modified by valuing financial derivative instruments at fair value through profit or loss.

These financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards, International 
Accounting Standards and Interpretations (collectively IFRSs) issued by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) as 
adopted by the European Union (“adopted IFRSs”).

Norlandia Health & Care Group AS was established in December 2016. This was done by transferring the shares in Norlandia Care 
Group AS, Hero Group AS, Aberia Healthcare AS and Kidsa Barnehager AS, from Hospitality Invest to a newly incorporated and 100% 
owned subsidiary.

The transfer to the newly incorporated subsidiary is considered to be a common control transaction outside the scope of IFRS 3 
Business Combinations. IFRS 3 Business Combinations does not provide specific guidance on how to account for common control 
transactions. Norlandia Health & Care Group has established policies to account for these transactions in order to present historical 
figures as if the Group had prepared separate financial statements in the past. Book values have been used to account for all 
restructuring transactions as if the reorganisation occurred at the beginning of the first period presented. 

The preparation of financial statements in compliance with adopted IFRS requires the use of certain critical accounting estimates. It 
also requires Group management to exercise judgment in applying the Group’s accounting policies. The areas where significant 
judgements and estimates have been made in preparing the financial statements and their effect are disclosed in note 2.

New standards, interpretations and amendments not yet effective

There are several new and amended standard issued by the IASB that are not yet effective and the Group has not early adopted the 
new or amended standards in preparing these consolidated financial statements. The most significant of these are as follows:

 IFRS 16, ‘Leases’ - 1 January 2019

More on IFRS 16 Leases
IFRS 16 contains a single lessee accounting model, which eliminates the distinction between operating and finance leases from the 
perspective of the lessee. All contracts that meet the definition of a lease, other than short term leases and leases of low value items 
for which a lessee has the option not to apply the measurement and presentation requirements of IFRS 16, will be recorded in the 
statement of financial position with a “right of use” asset and a corresponding liability. The asset is subsequently accounted for as 
property, plant and equipment or investment property and the liability is unwound using the interest rate inherent in the lease. IFRS 
16 has an effective date of 1 January 2019, with early application permitted only if IFRS 15 has also been adopted.

The Group has assessed the estimated impact that initial application of IFRS 16 will have on its consolidated financial statements. The 
actual impacts of adopting the new standard on 1. January 2019 may change because:

- the Group has not finalized the testing and assessment of controls over its new IT systems; and
- the new accounting policies are subject to change until the Group presents its first financial statements that include the 

date of initial application

The Group plans to implement IFRS 16 using the modified retrospective approach without restating comparative information, and by 
recognizing the same amount as right-of-use and lease liabilities per 1 January 2019. At initial application the Group will have to 
recognize a significant lease liability and a significant right of use asset, while equity will remain unchanged. The implementation is 
expected to have a negative impact on equity for the first years since the unwinding of the lease liability would not be linear. In the 
income statement lease payment currently presented in other operating expenses will be replaced by increased depreciations and 
increased interest expenses, which would have a significant effect on earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortization. 
Assets and liabilities are expected to increase by NOK 3,400 million, while the total EBITDA effect is expected to be NOK 405 million.
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Applied principles 

Revenue recognition
Contracts with customers are analysed using the five-step model and include:
 identify the contract with a customer
 identify the performance obligations in the contract
 determine the transaction price
 allocate the transaction price to performance obligations
 recognise revenue when performance obligations are satisfied

The Group’s revenue mainly comprise of services delivered, product sale and sale of real estate. The group has assessed the following 
performance obligations to exist for the contract with customers:

a) Service revenue
Performance obligations within service revenue is mainly to operate our units for a defined period as required by the given 
authorisation or specific contract. Within the Care segment service revenue is also provided by visiting the elderly at home. 
Transaction prices are fixed and only to be adjusted according to the volume or needs per user. The length of the obligation may be 
up to several years, however prices are known per month and revenue is recognized when the service is consumed by the customer. 
The payment for the services varies between fully prepayments and invoicing post deliveries.

b) Product revenue
Performance obligations within product revenue is selling of goods from the operating units. Product sales comprise of the sale of 
food in Preschools and cafeteria across segments. The transaction price is fixed per product and revenue is recognised when 
delivered to customer and classified as other revenue.

c) Real estate revenue
Performance obligations within real estate is treated as a product sale and the transaction price is agreed and specified in the 
contract. Revenue is recognized at point in time when the risk and reward for the real estate has been transferred to the buyer, and 
classified as other revenue.

Basis of consolidation
Where the company has the power, either directly or indirectly, to govern the financial and operating policies of another entity or 
business so as to obtain benefits from its activities, it is classified as a subsidiary. The consolidated financial statements present the 
results of the company and its subsidiaries (“the Group”) as if they formed a single entity. Intercompany transactions and balances 
between group companies are therefore eliminated in full.

The consolidated financial statements incorporate the results of business combinations using the purchase method. In the state- 
ment of financial position, the acquiree’s identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities are initially recognised at their fair 
values at the acquisition date. The results of acquired operations are included in the consolidated statement of comprehensive 
income from the date on which control is obtained. They are deconsolidated from the date control ceases.

Non-controlling interests
The Group initially recognise any non-controlling interest in the acquiree at fair value.

Goodwill
Goodwill represents the excess of the cost of a business combination over, the Group’s interest in the fair value of identifiable assets, 
liabilities and contingent liabilities acquired and, the total acquisition date fair value of the identifiable assets, liabilities and 
contingent liabilities acquired.

The cost of a business combination comprises the fair value of assets given, liabilities assumed and equity instruments issued, plus 
the amount of any non-controlling interests in the acquiree plus, if the business combination is achieved in stages, the fair value of 
the existing equity interest in the acquiree.

Contingent consideration is included in cost at its acquisition date fair value and, in the case of contingent consideration classified as 
a financial liability, remeasured subsequently through profit or loss. Direct costs of acquisition are recognised immediately as an 
expense.
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Goodwill is capitalised as an intangible asset with any impairment in carrying value being charged to the consolidated statement of 
comprehensive income. Where the fair value of identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities exceed the fair value of 
consideration paid, the excess is credited in full to the consolidated statement of comprehensive income on the acquisition date.

Impairment of non-financial assets (excluding inventories and deferred tax assets)
Impairment tests on goodwill and other intangible assets with indefinite useful economic lives are undertaken annually at the 
financial year end. Other non-financial assets are subject to impairment tests whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate 
that their carrying amount may not be recoverable. Where the carrying value of an asset exceeds its recoverable amount (i.e. the 
higher of value in use and fair value less costs to sell), the asset is written down accordingly.

Where it is not possible to estimate the recoverable amount of an individual asset, the impairment test is carried out on the smallest 
Group of assets to which it belongs for which there are separately identifiable cash flows; its cash generating units (‘CGUs’). Goodwill 
is allocated on initial recognition to each of the Group’s CGUs that are expected to benefit from the synergies of the combination 
giving rise to the goodwill.

Impairment charges are included in profit or loss, except to the extent they reverse gains previously recognised in other compre- 
hensive income. An impairment loss recognised for goodwill is not reversed.

Foreign currency
Transactions entered into by Group entities in a currency other than the currency of the primary economic environment in which 
they operate (their “functional currency”) are recorded at the rates ruling when the transactions occur. The functional currency of 
the parent company and all subsidiaries is NOK. Foreign currency monetary assets and liabilities are translated at the rates ruling at 
the reporting date.

Exchange differences arising on the retranslation of unsettled monetary assets and liabilities are recognised immediately in profit or 
loss. Exchange gains and losses arising on the retranslation of monetary available for sale financial assets are treated as a separate 
component of the change in fair value and recognised in profit or loss. Exchange gains and losses on non-monetary available for sale 
financial assets form part of the overall gain or loss recognised in respect of that financial instrument.

Financial assets
The Group classifies its financial assets into one of the categories discussed below, depending on the purpose for which the asset was 
acquired. The Group has not designated any of its financial assets as hedging instruments or held to maturity.

The Group’s accounting policy for each category of financial assets is as follows:

d) Fair value through profit or loss
This category comprises only in-the-money derivatives (see “Financial liabilities” section for out-of-money derivatives). They are 
carried in the statement of financial position at fair value with changes in fair value recognised in the consolidated statement of 
comprehensive income in the finance income or expense line. The Group does not have any assets held for trading nor does it 
voluntarily classify any financial assets as being at fair value through profit or loss.

e) Loans and receivables
These assets are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments that are not quoted in an active market. They 
arise principally through the provision of goods and services to customers (e.g. trade receivables), but also incorporate other types of 
contractual monetary asset. They are initially recognised at fair value plus transaction costs that are directly at- tributable to their 
acquisition or issue, and are subsequently carried at amortised cost using the effective interest rate method, less provision for 
impairment.

Impairment provisions are recognised when there is objective evidence (such as significant financial difficulties on the part of the 
counterparty or default or significant delay in payment) that the Group will be unable to collect all of the amounts due under the 
terms receivable, the amount of such a provision being the difference between the net carrying amount and the present value of the 
future expected cash flows associated with the impaired receivable. For trade receivables, which are reported net, such provisions 
are recorded in a separate allowance account with the loss being recognised within administrative expenses in the consolidated 
statement of comprehensive income. On confirmation that the trade receivable will not be collectable, the gross carrying value of the 
asset is written off against the associated provision.
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The Group’s loans and receivables comprise trade and other receivables and cash and cash equivalents in the consolidated state- 
ment of financial position.

Cash and cash equivalents includes cash in hand, deposits held at call with banks, other short term highly liquid investments with 
original maturities of three months or less, and - for the purpose of the statement of cash flows - bank overdrafts. Bank over- drafts 
are shown within loans and borrowings in current liabilities on the consolidated statement of financial position.

Financial liabilities
The Group classifies its financial liabilities into one of two categories, depending on the purpose for which the liability was acquired. 
None of the Group’s financial liabilities are designated as hedging instruments.

Other than financial liabilities in a qualifying hedging relationship (see below), the Group’s accounting policy for each category is as 
follows:

a) Fair value through profit or loss
This category comprises only out-of-the-money derivatives (see “Financial assets” for in the money derivatives). They are carried in 
the consolidated statement of financial position at fair value with changes in fair value recognised in the consolidated statement of 
comprehensive income. The Group does not hold or issue derivative instruments for speculative purposes, but for hedging purposes. 
Other than these derivative financial instruments, the Group does not have any liabilities held for trading nor has it designated any 
financial liabilities as being at fair value through profit or loss.

b) Other financial liabilities include the following items
Borrowings are initially recognised at fair value net of any transaction costs directly attributable to the issue of the instrument. Such 
interest bearing liabilities are subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest rate method, which ensures that 
any interest expense over the period to repayment is at a constant rate on the balance of the liability carried in the consolidated 
statement of financial position. Interest expense in this context includes initial transaction costs and premium payable on 
redemption, as well as any interest or coupon payable while the liability is outstanding.

Trade payables and other short-term monetary liabilities, which are initially recognised at fair value and subsequently carried at 
amortised cost using the effective interest method.

IFRS 13 fair value measurement hierarchy
IFRS 13 requires certain disclosures which require the classification of financial assets and financial liabilities measured at fair value 
using a fair value hierarchy that reflects the significance of the inputs used in making the fair value measurement. The fair value 
hierarchy has the following levels:
 quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities (Level 1);
 inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 1 that are observable for the asset or liability, either directly (i.e. as prices) 

or indirectly (i.e. derived from prices) (Level 2); and
 inputs for the asset or liability that are not based on observable market data (unobservable inputs)(Level 3).

The level in the fair value hierarchy within which the financial asset or financial liability is categorised is determined on the basis of 
the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value measurement. Financial assets and financial liabilities are classified in their 
entirety into only one of the three levels.

Share capital
Financial instruments issued by the Group are classified as equity only to the extent that they do not meet the definition of a financial 
liability or financial asset.

The Group’s ordinary shares are classified as equity instruments.

Borrowing costs
Interest incurred on bank loan used to fund the assets under construction with a construction period exceeding 12 months is being 
capitalised as part of its cost, net of interest received on cash drawn down yet to be expended. The Group does not incur any other 
interest costs that qualify for capitalisation.
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Retirement benefits: Defined contribution schemes
Contributions to defined contribution pension schemes are charged to the consolidated statement of comprehensive income in the 
year to which they relate.

Retirement benefits: Defined benefit schemes
Defined benefit scheme surpluses and deficits are measured at: “the fair value of plan assets at the reporting date; less plan liabilities 
calculated using the projected unit credit method discounted to its present value using yields available on high quality corporate 
bonds that have maturity dates approximating to the terms of the liabilities; plus unrecognised past service cost

Actuarial gains and losses are recognized in other comprehensive income as they arise.

Past service costs are recognised directly in income, unless the changes to the pension plan are conditional on the employees 
remaining in service for a specified period of time. In this case, the past service costs are amortised on a straight line basis over the 
vesting period.

Leased assets
Where substantially all of the risks and rewards incidental to ownership of a leased asset have been transferred to the Group (a 
“finance lease”), the asset is treated as if it had been purchased outright. The amount initially recognised as an asset is the lower of 
the fair value of the leased property and the present value of the minimum lease payments payable over the term of the lease. The 
corresponding lease commitment is shown as a liability. Lease payments are analysed between capital and interest. The interest 
element is charged to the consolidated statement of comprehensive income over the period of the lease and is calculated so that it 
represents a constant proportion of the lease liability. The capital element reduces the balance owed to the lessor.

Where substantially all of the risks and rewards incidental to ownership are not transferred to the Group (an “operating lease”), the 
total rentals payable under the lease are charged to the consolidated statement of comprehensive income on a straight-line basis 
over the lease term. The aggregate benefit of lease incentives is recognised as a reduction of the rental expense over the lease term 
on a straight-line basis.

Externally acquired intangible assets
Externally acquired intangible assets are initially recognised at cost and subsequently amortised on a straight-line basis over their 
useful economic lives.

Intangible assets are recognised on business combinations if they are separable from the acquired entity or give rise to other 
contractual/legal rights. The amounts ascribed to such intangibles are arrived at by using appropriate valuation techniques (see 
section related to critical estimates and judgements below).

Internally generated intangible assets (development costs)
Expenditure on internally developed products is capitalised if it can be demonstrated that:
 it is technically feasible to develop the product for it to be sold;
 adequate resources are available to complete the development;
 there is an intention to complete and sell the product;
 the Group is able to sell the product;
 sale of the product will generate future economic benefits; and
 expenditure on the project can be measured reliably.

Capitalised development costs are amortised over the periods the Group expects to benefit from selling the products developed. The 
amortisation expense is included within the depreciation and amortisation expense line in the consolidated statement of 
comprehensive income.

Development expenditure not satisfying the above criteria and expenditure on the research phase of internal projects are recognised 
in the statement of comprehensive income as incurred.

Deferred taxation
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are recognised where the carrying amount of an asset or liability in the consolidated statement of 
financial position differs from its tax base, except for differences arising on:
 the initial recognition of goodwill;
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 the initial recognition of an asset or liability in a transaction which is not a business combination and at the time of the trans- 
action affects neither accounting or taxable profit; and

 investments in subsidiaries and jointly controlled entities where the Group is able to control the timing” of the reversal of the 
difference and it is probable that the difference will not reverse in the foreseeable future.

Recognition of deferred tax assets is restricted to those instances where it is probable that taxable profit will be available against 
which the difference can be utilised.

The amount of the asset or liability is determined using tax rates that have been enacted or substantively enacted by the reporting 
date and are expected to apply when the deferred tax liabilities/(assets) are settled/(recovered).

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are offset when the Group has a legally enforceable right to offset current tax assets and liabilities 
and the deferred tax assets and liabilities relate to taxes levied by the same tax authority on either:
 the same taxable group company; or
 different group entities which intend either to settle current tax assets and liabilities on a net basis, or” to realise the assets and 

settle the liabilities simultaneously, in each future period in which significant amounts of deferred tax assets or liabilities are 
expected to be settled or recovered.

Dividends
Dividends are recognised when they become legally payable.

Property, plant and equipment
Items of property, plant and equipment are initially recognised at cost. As well as the purchase price, cost includes directly 
attributable costs and the estimated present value of any future unavoidable costs of dismantling and removing items. The cor- 
responding liability is recognised within provisions.

Freehold land is not depreciated. Depreciation on assets under construction does not commence until they are complete and 
available for use. Depreciation is provided on all other items of property, plant and equipment so as to write off their carrying value 
over their expected useful economic lives. Expected useful economic is as follows:
Land and buildings 10-40 years
Furniture, fixtures and equipment 3-30 years

Inventories
Inventories are initially recognised at cost, and subsequently at the lower of cost and net realisable value. Cost comprises all costs of 
purchase, costs of conversion and other costs incurred in bringing the inventories to their present location and condition.

Weighted average cost is used to determine the cost of ordinarily interchangeable items.

Non-current assets held for sale and disposal groups
Non-current assets and disposal groups are classified as held for sale when:
 they are available for immediate sale;
 management is committed to a plan to sell;
 it is unlikely that significant changes to the plan will be made or that the plan will be withdrawn;
 an active programme to locate a buyer has been initiated;
 the asset or disposal group is being marketed at a reasonable price in relation to its fair value; and a sale is expected to complete 

within 12 months from the date of classification.

Non-current assets and disposal groups classified as held for sale are measured at the lower of:
 their carrying amount immediately prior to being classified as held for sale in accordance with the Group’s accounting policy; and 

fair value less costs to sell.

Following their classification as held for sale, non-current assets (including those in a disposal group) are not depreciated.

The results of operations disposed during the year are included in the consolidated statement of comprehensive income up to the 
date of disposal.
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A discontinued operation is a component of the Group’s business that represents a separate major line of business or geographical 
area of operations or is a subsidiary acquired exclusively with a view to resale, that has been disposed of, has been abandoned or 
that meets the criteria to be classified as held for sale.

Discontinued operations are presented in the consolidated statement of comprehensive income as a single line which comprises the 
post-tax profit or loss of the discontinued operation along with the post-tax gain or loss recognised on the re-measurement to fair 
value less costs to sell or on disposal of the assets or disposal groups constituting discontinued operations.

Government grants
Grants for revenue expenditure are presented as income the Group. Where retention of a government grant is dependent on the 
Group satisfying certain criteria, it is initially recognised as deferred income. When the criteria for retention have been satisfied, the 
deferred income balance is released to the consolidated statement of comprehensive income.

Provisions
The Group has recognised provisions for liabilities of uncertain timing or amount including those for onerous leases, warranty claims, 
leasehold dilapidations and legal disputes. The provision is measured at the best estimate of the expenditure required to settle the 
obligation at the reporting date, discounted at a pre-tax rate, reflecting current market assessments at the time of the remaining 
lease term, value of money and risks specific to the liability. In the case of leasehold dilapidations, the provision takes into account 
the potential that the properties in question may be sublet for some or all of the remaining lease term.

Cash flow statement
The cash flow statement is derived using the indirect method.

Cash flows from investing and financing activities are presented separately. Operating activities comprise both monetary and non-
monetary items. Interest income and interest expenses are presented as part of operating activities with the exception of interest 
paid and received which is separated and presented as financial activities.

Cash and cash equivalents comprise of bank deposits.
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2. CRITICAL ACCOUNTING ESTIMATES AND JUDGEMENTS

The Group makes certain estimates and assumptions regarding the future. Estimates and judgements are continually evaluated 
based on historical experience and other factors, including expectations of future events that are believed to be reasonable under 
the circumstances. In the future, actual experience may differ from these estimates and assumptions. The estimates and assumptions 
that have a significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial 
year are discussed below.

Judgements and estimates

(a) Impairment of goodwill
The Group is required to test, on an annual basis, whether goodwill has suffered any impairment. The recoverable amount is 
determined based on value in use calculations. The use of this method requires the estimation of future cash flows and the choice of 
a discount rate in order to calculate the present value of the cash flows. More information including carrying values is included in 
note 10. Any significant modification of market conditions could translate into an inability to recover the carrying amounts of non-
financial assets; and result in an impairment charge in the income statement

(b) Useful lives of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets
Measurement of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets with finite useful lives requires estimates for determining the 
asset’s expected useful lives and residual values. Management judgement is required to determine the components and the 
depreciation.

(c) Income taxes
Significant judgement is required in determining the provision for income taxes. During the ordinary course of business, there are 
transactions and calculations for which the ultimate tax determination is uncertain. As a result, the Group recognises tax liabilities 
based on estimates of whether additional taxes and interest will be due. These tax liabilities are recognised when, despite the 
Group’s belief that its tax return positions are supportable, the Group believes that certain positions are likely to be challenged and 
may not be fully sustained upon review by tax authorities. The Group believes that its accruals for tax liabilities are adequate for all 
open audit years based on its assessment of many factors including past experience and interpretations of tax law. This assessment 
relies on estimates and assumptions and may involve a series of complex judgements about future events. To the extent that the 
final tax outcome of these matters is different than the amounts recorded, such differences will impact income tax expense in the 
period in which such determination is made.

Deferred tax assets are recognized when it is considered probable that deductible temporary differences will be recovered in the 
foreseeable future. To the extent that future taxable income and the application of existing tax laws in each jurisdiction differ 
significantly from the Group’s estimate, the ability of the Group to realize the deferred tax assets could be impacted.

Such judgements and estimates are based on the facts and information available to the management of the Group. Changes in facts 
and circumstances may require the revision of previous estimates, and actual results could differ from these estimates.
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3. FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS - RISK MANAGEMENT

The Group is exposed through its operations to the following financial risks:
 Credit risk
 Fair value or cash flow interest rate risk
 Foreign exchange risk
 Other market price risk
 Liquidity risk

In common with all other businesses, the Group is exposed to risks that arise from its use of financial instruments. This note de- 
scribes the Group’s objectives, policies and processes for managing those risks and the methods used to measure them. Further 
quantitative information in respect of these risks is presented throughout these financial statements.

There have been no substantive changes in the Group’s exposure to financial instrument risks, its objectives, policies and processes 
for managing those risks or the methods used to measure them from previous periods unless otherwise stated in this note.

Principal financial instruments
The principal financial instruments used by the Group, from which financial instrument risk arises, are as follows:
 Trade receivables
 Cash and cash equivalents
 Trade and other payables
 Bank overdrafts
 Floating-rate bank loans
 Interest rate swaps
 Cross currency interest rate swaps
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A summary of the financial instruments held by category is provided below:

Financial assets Financial assets at fair value 
through profit or loss

Loans and 
receivables

2018 2017 2018 2017
Cash and cash equivalents - - 231 912 351 354
Trade and other receivables - - 456 210 417 033
Other long term receivables/investments - - 153 944 183 961
Total financial assets - - 842 067 952 348

Financial liabilities Financial liabilities at fair value 
through profit or loss

Financial liabilities
at amortised cost

2018 2017 2018 2017
Trade and other payables - - 690 084 784 693
Loans and borrowings - - 2 120 733 2 070 244
Derivatives - 423 - -
Total financial liabilities - 423 2 810 817 2 854 937

Financial instruments measured at fair value
Fair value measurements at 31 December using

Level 1 Level 2

2018 2017 2018 2017
Financial assets
Derivative financial assets - FVTPL - - - -
Total financial assets - - - -

Financial liabilities
Derivative financial liabilities - FVTPL - - - 423
Total financial liabilities - - - 423

General objectives, policies and processes
The Board has overall responsibility for the determination of the Group’s risk management objectives and policies and, whilst 
retaining ultimate responsibility for them, it has delegated the authority for designing and operating processes that ensure the 
effective implementation of the objectives and policies to the Group’s finance function. The Board receives monthly reports from the 
Group Financial Controller through which it reviews the effectiveness of the processes put in place and the appropriateness of the 
objectives and policies it sets.

The overall objective of the Board is to set policies that seek to reduce risk as far as possible without unduly affecting the Group’s 
competitiveness and flexibility. Further details regarding these policies are set out below:

Credit risk
Credit risk is the risk of financial loss to the Group if a customer or counterparty to a financial instrument fails to meet its contractual 
obligations. The Group is mainly exposed to credit risk from credit sales. It is Group policy, implemented locally, to assess the credit 
risk of new customers before entering contracts. Such credit ratings are taken into account by local business practices.

Most of the Group’s revenues are from (public) authorities. Credit risk related to these customers are minimal.

Credit risk also arises from cash and cash equivalents and deposits with banks and financial institutions. For banks and financial 
institutions, only independently rated parties with minimum rating “A” are accepted.

Further disclosures regarding trade and other receivables, which are neither past due nor impaired, are provided in note 13.
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Market risk
The regulatory framework has a significant influence for the Group and our ability to deliver services with high quality. Political risk is 
therefore present as major shifts may have a significant impact on the way we deliver our services.

Fair value and cash flow interest rate risk
The Group is exposed to cash flow interest rate risk from long-term borrowings at variable rate. The Group has currently no Group 
policy restricting the level of interest risk exposure. The level of interest risk is monitored centrally. Local operations are not 
permitted to borrow long-term from external sources. Although the board accepts that this policy neither protects the Group entirely 
from the risk of paying rates in excess of current market rates nor eliminates fully cash flow risk associated with variability in interest 
payments, it considers that it achieves an appropriate balance of exposure to these risks.

During 2018 and 2017, the Group’s borrowings at variable interest rate were denominated in NOK and SEK.

Based on the various scenarios the Group has the possibility to manage its cash-flow interest rate risk by using floating-to-fixed 
interest rate swaps (quantitative disclosures are given in note 12). The Group has not pursued an active strategy in order to mitigate 
any interest rate risk. Normally the Group has raised long-term borrowings at floating rates and only to a minor extent swapped them 
into fixed.

The ratio of floating interest bearing debt and interest rate swaps was as follows:

2018 2017
Floating interest bearing borrowings 2 120 733 2 070 244
Face value interest rate swaps - 32 747
Ratio 0,0 % 1,6 %
Net exposure interest rate risk 2 120 733 2 037 497

Sensitivity
A change in the interest rate curve will result in a changed interest cost for the net exposure, in addition the change in fair value for 
the interest rate swaps will have a significant impact on the Group financial statements. The effect on interest payments for a 0.5% 
change is presented below.

Interest 
expense

Effect on 
P&L Effect on Equity

Effect of a 0.5% increase 10 604 8 271 8 271
Effect of a 0.5% decrease -10 604 -8 271 -8 271

Foreign exchange risk
The Group has operations in Norway, Sweden, Finland, Netherland and Poland. Currency fluctuations may have a negative effect on 
the Group’s financial conditions and results of operations. The Group is predominantly exposed to the SEK/NOK exchange rate as the 
financial statements are presented in NOK and around 40% of revenues are generated in SEK. However, the Group has a 
corresponding share of costs in SEK and about 58% of its bond debt is denominated in SEK, both representing natural hedges to the 
operations. The Group has a small but growing exposure to the EURNOK exchange rate as operations in the Netherlands and Finland 
are growing (note 15), however this represent a natural hedge to the growing investments. The Group is monitoring the exposure 
and will consider hedging this exposure in the future. The effect from the bond issued if the NOK/SEK currency change is presented 
below.

Currency effect
Effect on 

P&L Effect on Equity
Effect of SEK weakens of 1.0% toward NOK 11 798 9 202 9 202
Effect of SEK strenghten of 1.0% toward NOK -11 798 -9 202 -9 202

Other market price risk
There are no other significant marked risk exposure on financial instruments.
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Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk arises from the Group’s management of working capital and the finance charges and principal repayments on its debt 
instruments. It is the risk that the Group will encounter difficulty in meeting its financial obligations as they fall due.

The Group’s policy is to ensure that it will always have sufficient cash to allow it to meet its liabilities when they become due. The 
Board receives rolling 12-month cash flow projections on a monthly basis as well as information regarding cash balances. At the end 
of the financial year, these projections indicated that the Group expected to have sufficient liquid resources to meet its obligations.

The liquidity risk of each Group entity is managed centrally by the Group treasury function. A major focus for the treasury function is 
to ensure that there are sufficient liquidity for downpayment on non current borrowings when they are due. The Group treasury 
assesses the terms for borrowings on a ongoing basis, when needed the necessary adjustments are put into place.

The following table sets out the contractual maturities of financial liabilities:

Between 1 and 
12 months

Between 1 and 
2 years

Between 2 and 
3 years

Between 3 and 
5 years Over 5 years

At 31 December 2017
Trade and other payables 784 693 - - - -
Loans and borrowings - - - 2 070 244 -
Total 784 693 - - 2 070 244 -

Between 1 and 
12 months

Between 1 and 
2 years

Between 2 and 
3 years

Between 3 and 
5 years Over 5 years

At 31 December 2018
Trade and other payables 690 084 - - - -
Loans and borrowings 120 126 7 537 1 824 647 59 363 109 060
Total 810 210 7 537 1 824 647 59 363 109 060
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Capital Disclosures
The Group monitors “adjusted capital” which comprises all components of equity (i.e. share capital, share premium,
non-controlling interest, retained earnings, and revaluation reserve) other than amounts in the cash flow hedging reserve.

The Group’s objectives when maintaining capital are:
“to safeguard the entity’s ability to continue as a going concern, so that it can continue to provide returns for shareholders and 
benefits for other stakeholders, and to provide an adequate return to shareholders by pricing products and services commensurately 
with the level of risk.”

The Group sets the amount of capital it requires in proportion to risk. The Group manages its capital structure and makes 
adjustments to it in the light of changes in economic conditions and the risk characteristics of the underlying assets. In order to 
maintain or adjust the capital structure, the Group may adjust the amount of dividends paid to shareholders, return capital to 
shareholders, issue new shares, or sell assets to reduce debt.

Consistent with others in the industry, the Group monitors capital on the basis of the debt to adjusted capital ratio. This ratio is 
calculated as net debt adjusted capital as defined above. Net debt is calculated as total debt (as shown in the consolidated state- 
ment of financial position) less cash and cash equivalents.

Due to recent market uncertainty, the Group’s strategy is to preserve a strong cash base and achieve a equity to total capital ra- tio of 
approximately 15-25%. The objective of this strategy is to secure access to finance at reasonable cost by maintaining a high credit 
rating. The debt-to-total-capital ratios at 31 December 2018 and at 31 December 2017 were as follows:

2018 2017
Loans and borrowings 2 120 733 2 070 244
Less: cash and cash equivalents 231 912 351 354
Net interest bearing debt 1 888 820 1 718 890

Total equity 437 570 446 851
Total capital (excluding working capital) 3 584 040 3 651 480
Debt to equity ratio 4,3 3,8
Equity ratio (%) 12,2 % 12,2 %
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4. SEGMENT INFORMATION, REVENUE AND OTHER OPERATING INCOME

The Group has four reportable segments in accordance with the reporting requirements in IFRS 8. The segments are in managed 
separately and reflects the internal reporting. The reportable segments are:

 Preschools - operates preschools with children in Norway, Sweden, Finland, the Netherlands and Poland and represent the largest 
segment within the Group. Long history within the Nordics market with Norway representing more than half of the revenue.

 Care – provides individually focused elderly care and has grown to become a leading private operator of nursing homes, home 
care and patient hotels in the Nordics. In addition the Group has in the recent years entered the home care market and also run a 
medical clinic. One of the largest private operators with Sweden representing more than half of the revenue.

 Integration services – provide care services related to immigrants and asylum seekers in the world and being one of the leading 
private operators. Main services are Reception centres, Education and Interpretation services. Norway is the largest operation 
representing more than half of revenue.

 Individual & family - provide health-, welfare- and care services for children and people with physical and mental disabilities in the 
Nordics. Services included are Child care institutions and foster homes, assisted living and user controlled personal assistance 
(BPA). Has become a significant player in the Nordics with Norway being the largest market.

 Real Estate - strategic part of the care business and the development of property is considered at a separate segment as it invest, 
develop and divest as regarded best to support the growth of the delivered services from the Group.

The Group evaluates segmental performance on the basis of profit or loss from operations in accordance with IFRS. Inter segment 
sales are reported as external and being separately eliminated. For 2018 there is no reporting on balance per segments and as a 
consequence only profit or loss being included in the figures below.

2018 Preschools Care
Integration 

services
Individual & 

Family Real Estate
Other / 

Eliminations Total
Operating revenues 2 128 181 1 591 551 327 916 676 414 338 385 4 724 785
Other revenues 51 421 7 095 819 11 329 67 532 -6 415 131 782
Total operating revenues 2 179 603 1 598 646 328 735 687 744 67 871 -6 031 4 856 567

Raw materials and consumables used 59 064 31 856 19 722 31 513 206 -82 142 280
Staff costs 1 473 558 1 254 576 217 554 544 827 6 449 43 079 3 540 043
Depreciation and amortisation expense 24 710 15 554 10 754 9 692 111 17 896 78 718
Other operating expense 509 516 259 914 98 816 120 400 9 920 -40 102 958 464
Total operating expenses 2 066 848 1 561 900 346 846 706 433 16 687 20 790 4 719 504

Profit from operations 112 755 36 746 -18 111 -18 689 51 184 -26 821 137 063

Finance income 1 425 2 025 3 269 6 529 121 27 775 41 144
Finance expense -17 452 -5 376 -7 150 -21 198 -2 497 -64 811 -118 484
Share of post-tax profits from associates - - - - -1 406 - -1 406
Net finance -16 027 -3 351 -3 881 -14 669 -3 781 -37 036 -78 746
Profit before tax 96 727 33 395 -21 992 -33 359 47 402 -63 857 58 317
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2017 Preschools Care
Integration 

services
Individual & 

Family Real Estate
Other / 

Eliminations Total

Operating revenues 1 888 741 1 535 782 686 577 592 245 389 725 4 704 459
Other revenues 49 523 14 678 4 062 1 197 59 965 1 055 130 480
Total operating revenues 1 938 264 1 550 459 690 639 593 442 60 354 1 780 4 834 939

Raw materials and consumables used 49 216 29 189 22 077 27 397 - 0 127 880
Staff costs 1 268 044 1 236 843 408 398 457 255 2 168 37 423 3 410 131
Depreciation and amortisation expense 23 433 16 566 34 903 8 399 69 17 077 100 448
Other operating expense 457 117 256 150 274 412 106 763 1 775 -32 196 1 064 022
Total operating expenses 1 797 811 1 538 748 739 790 599 815 4 012 22 304 4 702 480

Profit from operations 140 453 11 711 -49 150 -6 373 56 342 -20 524 132 459

Finance income 22 618 1 407 1 144 3 217 1 104 42 038 47 527
Finance expense -13 165 -3 365 -7 976 -10 231 -374 -157 719 -192 830
Share of post-tax profits from associates - - - - - - -
Net finance 9 453 -1 958 -6 832 -7 014 730 -139 681 -145 303
Profit before tax 149 905 9 753 -55 982 -13 387 57 072 -160 205 -12 844

Revnues by major customers
Most of the revenues stems from public authorities.

Other operating income 2018 2017
Gain on sale of assets 67 532 59 965
Other 64 250 70 515
Total other operating income 131 782 130 480

Sale leaseback transactions with Pioneer Property Group ASA and Kidprop AS
Gain on sale of assets in 2018 and 2017 relates to a sale and leaseback transaction with related party Pioneer Property Group ASA 
and Kidprop AS. The assets subject to the transactions were buildings used in the Preschool and Individual & Family operation. In 
connection with the transaction a lease contract was entered into. The lease term is 15 years, with an option for extension of 10 
more years.

2018 2017
Sales Price 172 315 90 981
Net book value of assets 115 838 31 016
Total other operating income 56 477 59 965
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5. STAFF COSTS

2018 2017
Staff costs (including directors) comprise:
Wages and salaries 2 770 909 2 691 903
Defined contribution pension cost 134 107 148 553
Defined benefit pension cost (note 19) 64 371 34 009
Other benefits 35 792 8 692
Social security contributions and similar taxes 534 164 526 973
Remuneration to Board of Directors 700 -
Total payroll and related costs 3 540 043 3 410 131

Number of employees (FTE) 4 745 4 773

Name 2018 2017
Yngvar Tov Herbjørnssønn (CEO) 2 698 2 400
Total compensation 2 698 2 400

The group was established in December 2016 and no key management group has been identified for years 2018 and 2017. There 
are no agremeents for any severence pay to the CEO or members of the Board.

Audit fees
The following amounts have been recognised as audit fees and related services during the period

2018 2017
Audit 6 706 9 126
Tax services 159 53
Attestation services 11 10
Other services 127 2 754
Total 7 003 11 943
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6. FINANCE INCOME AND EXPENSE

Recognised in profit or loss 2018 2017
Finance income
Interest received on bank deposits and receivables 8 986 5 940
Other finance income 2 864 1 295
Gain on derivatives classified as held for trading - -
Foreign exchange gain 29 294 7 774
Total finance income 41 144 15 009

Finance expense
Loss on derivatives classified as held for trading 424 663
Interest expense on financial liabilities measured at amortised cost 99 862 105 524
Other financial expenses 18 198 19 298
Foreign exchange loss - 42 418
Total finance expense 118 484 167 902

Net finance income recognised in profit or loss -77 340 -152 894

The above financial income and expense include the following in respect of assets (liabilities) not at fair value through
profit or loss:

2018 2017
Total interest income on financial assets 8 986 5 940
Total interest expense on financial liabilities 99 862 105 524
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7. TAX EXPENSE

2018 2017
Current tax expense
Current tax on profits for the year 1 792 -3 623
Adjustment for under provision in prior periods - -
Total current tax expense 1 792 -3 623

Deferred tax expense
Origination and reversal of temporary differences (Note 16) -8 058 -26 949
Changes not recognised in profit and loss - -
Unrecognised deferred tax assets -2 228 271
Total deferred tax expense -10 286 -26 678

Income tax expense -8 494 -28 485

The reasons for the difference between the actual tax charge for the year and the standard rate of corporation tax
in Norway applied to profits for the year are as follows:

2018 2017
Profit for the year 66 811 15 641
Income tax expense -8 494 -28 485
Profit before income taxes 58 317 -12 844

Expected tax charge based on the standard rate of Norwegian corporation tax at the 
domestic rate of 23/24 % 13 413 -3 082
Gains not taxable/ Equity accounted associated companies -15 532 -
Change in tax rate for deferred tax -5 236 -16 155
Expenses not deductible for tax purposes 1 089 -9 191
Effect of different tax rates foreign subisdiaries - -327
Effect of unrecognised deferred tax assets in an asset acquistion -2 228 271
Total tax expense -8 494 -28 485
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8. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

Land and 
buildings

Work in 
progress

Furniture, 
fixtures and 
equipment Total

At 1 January 2017
Cost or fair value 326 785 19 355 259 933 606 073
Accumulated depreciation -36 701 - -144 074 -180 775
Net book amount 290 084 19 355 115 858 425 297

Year ended 31 December 2017
Opening book amount 290 084 19 355 115 858 425 297
Additions 90 915 8 037 17 533 116 485
Acquisition of subsidiary 31 164 395 3 910 35 468
Disposals -100 510 - -6 202 -106 712
Depreciation -16 450 - -29 405 -45 855
Impairment loss -7 229 - -13 035 -20 264
Exchange differences 2 529 189 2 387 5 106
Closing net book amount 290 503 27 975 91 047 409 525

At 31 december 2017
Cost or fair value 408 869 27 975 316 927 753 771
Accumulated depreciation -118 366 - -225 880 -344 246
Net book amount 290 503 27 975 91 047 409 525

Year ended 31 December 2018
Opening book amount 290 503 27 975 91 047 409 525
Additions 84 440 80 524 28 436 193 400
Acquisition of subsidiary - - 1 449 1 449
Disposals -127 325 - -5 257 -132 582
Depreciation -20 346 - -22 974 -43 320
Impairment loss - - - -
Exchange differences -744 1 479 -260 475
Closing net book amount 226 527 109 979 92 441 428 947

At 31 december 2018
Cost or fair value 410 743 109 979 349 924 870 645
Accumulated depreciation -184 215 - -257 483 -441 698
Net book amount 226 527 109 979 92 441 428 947

Property, plant and equipment pledged as security for liabilities.
2018 2017

Land and buildings, including work in progress 336 506 318 478
furniture, fixtures and equipment - -
Other investments - -
Trade and other receivables - -
Inventories - -
Bank deposits - -
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9. INTANGIBLE ASSETS

Goodwill

Other 
intangible 

assets Total

At 1 January 2017
Cost or fair value 1 446 711 761 435 2 208 146
Accumulated amortisation - -86 726 -86 726
Net book amount 1 446 711 674 709 2 121 420

Year ended 31 December 2017
Opening book amount 1 446 711 674 709 2 121 420
Additions - 19 741 19 741
Acquisition of subsidiary 51 127 21 935 73 062
Disposals -509 - -509
Amortisation - -34 328 -34 328
Impairment loss - - -
Exchange differences 23 712 3 731 27 443
Closing net book amount 1 521 041 685 788 2 206 829

At 31 december 2017
Cost or fair value 1 521 041 806 842,00 2 327 883
Accumulated amortisation - -121 054 -121 054
Net book amount 1 521 041 685 788 2 206 829

Year ended 31 December 2018
Opening book amount 1 521 041 685 788 2 206 829
Additions - 16 305 16 305
Acquisition of subsidiary 58 553 1 259 59 812
Disposals - - -
Amortisation - -35 398 -35 398
Impairment loss - - -
Exchange differences -5 085 -2 575 -7 660
Closing net book amount 1 574 509 665 379 2 239 888

At 31 december 2018
Cost or fair value 1 574 509 821 831 2 396 340
Accumulated amortisation - -156 452 -156 452
Net book amount 1 574 509 665 379 2 239 888

The Group has no contractual commitments for development costs.

Current estimtes of useful economic life of intangible assets are as 
follows:Goodwill Indefinite
Other intangible assets 5 -20 years

10. GOODWILL AND IMPAIRMENT

Goodwill and other intangible assets result from business combinations and mainly relates to strategic investments in order to 
strengthen the platform for the provided services within the Group. Such investments provide synergies both between segments and 
countries as it enables developing new services and to seek business opportunities between contries. The managing directors within 
a segment operate across countries and businesses within a segment is considered to be integrated. Goodwill and other intangible 
assets are allocated to the identified cash-generating units (CGU) containing goodwill.

Impairment testing for cash-generating units (CGU) containing goodwill
The material amount of goodwill and other intangibles is allocated as follows between four CGU's:
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2018
Preschools 1 142 576
Care 696 314
Integration services 141 723
Individual & family 259 274
Total goodwill & intangible assets 2 239 888

IMPAIRMENT TEST FOR THE PRESCHOOL CGU

Cash flow projections and assumptions
For the Preschool CGU the model was based on a 5 year forecast of discounted cash flow plus a terminal value (calculated by 
Gordon’s model). The net discounted cash flows were calculated before tax.

The NPV-model included the following assumptions:

The estimated cash flows included in the impairment test include a five year projection based on the long term business plan. 
Estimated cash flow projections beyond the period covered by the most recent long term business plan are derived by extrapolating 
the projections based on the forecasts using a growth rate of 2.5 % for subsequent years.

Discount rate assumptions
The required rate of return was calculated by use of the WACC methodology. The input data of the WACC was chosen by individual 
assessment of each parameter. Information from representative sources, peer groups etc. was used to determine the best estimate. 
The WACC was calculated to 6.9 % after tax. The following parameteres were applied:
 Risk free rate: 1.2 %. Based on market rate for covered bonds.
 Beta: 0.6 - based on unlevered beta for industry peer group.
 Market Risk Premium: 5 %. Based on market sources
 Cost of debt: 6.4 % Based on risk free rate plus risk component 
 Capital structure: equity ratio of 61 %.

Sensitivity analysis
The following sensitivity analysis were carried out to test wheter changes in relevant parameters would influence the conclusion:

1. Changes in cash flows:
The analysis showed that a decline in free cash flow in excess of 34.5 % was necessary to change the conclusion. The result indi- 
cated that there had to be a significant decline in the market situation to trigger impairment.

2. Changes in discount rates:
The analysis showed that an increase in discount rate of 4.6 % was needed to change the conclusion. The result indicated that the 
test was robust in terms of the level of discount rate.

Impairment - test result and conclusion
Value in use for the CGU’s exceeds carrying amount. The impairment test indicated no requirement to write down.

IMPAIRMENT TEST FOR THE CARE CGU

Cash flow projections and assumptions
For the Care CGU the model was based on a 5 year forecast of discounted cash flow plus a terminal value (calculated by Gordon’s 
model). The net discounted cash flows were calculated before tax. The NPV-model included the following assumptions:

The estimated cash flows included in the impairment test includes a five year projection based on the long term business plan. 
Estimated cash flow projections beyond the period covered by the most recent long term business plan are derived by extrapolating 
the projections based on the forecasts using a growth rate of 2.5 % for subsequent years.
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Discount rate assumptions
The required rate of return was calculated by use of the WACC methodology. The input data of the WACC was chosen by individual 
assessment of each parameter. Information from representative sources, peer groups etc. was used to determine the best estimate. 
The WACC was calculated to 6.9 % after tax. The following parameteres were applied:
 Risk free rate: 1.2 %. Based on market rate for covered bonds.
 Beta: 0.6 - based on unlevered beta for industry peer group.
 Market Risk Premium: 5 %. Based on market sources
 Cost of debt: 6.4 % Based on risk free rate plus risk component 
 Capital structure: equity ratio of 61 %.

Sensitivity analysis
The following sensitivity analysis were carried out to test wheter changes in relevant parameters would influence the conclusion:

1. Changes in cash flows:
The analysis showed that a decline in free cash flow in excess of 16.2 % was necessary to change the conclusion. The result indicated 
that there had to be a moderate decline in the market situation to trigger impairment.

2. Changes in discount rates:
The analysis showed that an increase in discount rate of 1.3 % was needed to change the conclusion. The result indicated that a 
modetrate change in the level of discount rate would trigger impairment.
 
Impairment - test result and conclusion
Value in use for the CGU’s exceeds carrying amount. The impairment test indicated no requirement to write down. As the conclusion 
is somewhat sensitive for changes in the parameters the company will monitor closely the development each quarter the following 
year. At the same the Board is comfortable with the level of recognized goodwill and the expected development for the Care 
business going forward.

IMPAIRMENT TEST FOR THE INTEGRATION SERVICES CGU

Cash flow projections and assumptions
For the Integration Services CGU the model was based on a 5 year forecast of discounted cash flow plus a terminal value (calculated 
by Gordon’s model). The net discounted cash flows were calculated before tax. The NPV-model included the following assumptions:

The estimated cash flows included in the impairment test includes a five years projection based on the long term business plan. 
Estimated cash flow projections beyond the period covered by the most recent long term business plan are derived by extrapolating 
the projections based on the forecasts using a growth rate of 2.5 % for subsequent years.

Discount rate assumptions
The required rate of return was calculated by use of the WACC methodology. The input data of the WACC was chosen by individual 
assessment of each parameter. Information from representative sources, peer groups etc. was used to determine the best estimate. 
The WACC was calculated to 6.9 % after tax. The following parameteres were applied:
 Risk free rate: 1.2 %. Based on market rate for covered bonds.
 Beta: 0.6 - based on unlevered beta for industry peer group.
 Market Risk Premium: 5 %. Based on market sources
 Cost of debt: 6.4 % Based on risk free rate plus risk component 
 Capital structure: equity ratio of 61 %.

Sensitivity analysis
The following sensitivity analysis were carried out to test wheter changes in relevant parameters would influence the conclusion:

1. Changes in cash flows:
The analysis showed that a decline in free cash flow in excess of 18.5 % was necessary to change the conclusion. The result indicated 
that there had to be a moderate decline in the market situation to trigger impairment.

2. Changes in discount rates:
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The analysis showed that an increase in discount rate of 1.6% was needed to change the conclusion. The result indicated that the test 
was robust in terms of the level of discount rate.

Impairment - test result and conclusion
Value in use for the CGU’s exceeds carrying amount. The impairment test indicated no requirement to write down.

IMPAIRMENT TEST FOR THE INDIVIDUAL & FAMILY CGU

Cash flow projections and assumptions
For the Iindividual & Family CGU the model was based on a 5 year forecast of discounted cash flow plus a terminal value (calculated 
by Gordon’s model). The net discounted cash flows were calculated before tax. The NPV-model included the follow- ing assumptions:

The estimated cash flows included in the impairment test includes a five years projection based on the long term business plan. 
Estimated cash flow projections beyond the period covered by the most recent long term business plan are derived by extrapo- lating 
the projections based on the forecasts using a growth rate of 2.5 % for subsequent years.

Discount rate assumptions
The required rate of return was calculated by use of the WACC methodology. The input data of the WACC was chosen by individual 
assessment of each parameter. Information from representative sources, peer groups etc. was used to determine the best estimate. 
The WACC was calculated to 6.9 % after tax. The following parameteres were applied:
 Risk free rate: 1.2 %. Based on market rate for covered bonds.
 Beta: 0.6 - based on unlevered beta for industry peer group.
 Market Risk Premium: 5 %. Based on market sources
 Cost of debt: 6.4 % Based on risk free rate plus risk component 
 Capital structure: equity ratio of 61 %.

Sensitivity analysis
The following sensitivity analysis were carried out to test wheter changes in relevant parameters would influence the conclusion:

1. Changes in cash flows:
The analysis showed that a decline in free cash flow in excess of 21.7 % was necessary to change the conclusion. The result indicated 
that there had to be a significantly decline in the market situation to trigger impairment.

2. Changes in discount rates:
The analysis showed that an increase in discount rate of 2.0 % was needed to change the conclusion. The result indicated that the 
test was robust in terms of the level of discount rate.

Impairment - test result and conclusion
Value in use for the CGU’s exceeds carrying amount. The impairment test indicated no requirement to write down.
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11. SUBSIDIARIES AND ASSOCIATES

List of subsidiaries
Norlandia Health & Care Group AS was established in December 2016. This was done by transferring the shares in Norlandia Care 
Group AS, Hero Group AS, Aberia Healthcare AS and Kidsa AS, from Hospitality Invest to a newly incorporated 100% owned subsidiary 
(Norlandia Health & Care Group AS).

The material subsidiaries of Norlandia Health & Care Group AS, all of which have been included in these consolidated financial 
statements are as follows:

Country of 
incorporation

Place of 
office Ownership interest

Name 2018 2017
Norlandia Care Group AS Norway Bodø 100% 100%
Kidsa Drift AS Norway Bergen 100% 100%
Hero Group AS Norway Stavanger 100% 100%
Aberia Healthcare AS Norway Oslo 100% 100%
NHC Management AS Norway Oslo 100% 100%
Care Properties AS Norway Oslo 100% 100%
NHC Services AS Norway Moss 100% 100%

Material operating companies
Norlandia Barnehagene AS Norway Gardermoen 100% 100%
Norlandia Barnehagene II AS Norway Gardermoen 100% 100%
Kidsa Barnehager AS Norway Bergen 100% 100%
Norlandia Förskolor AB Sweden Stockholm 100% 100%
Norlandia Päiväkodit Oy Finland Helsinki 100% 100%
Norlandia Kinderopvang BV Netherlands Voorschoten 100% 100%
De Grüne Vlinder BV Netherlands Voorschoten 100% 100%
Norlandia Care Norge AS Norway Gardermoen 100% 100%
Norlandia Hjemmeomsorg AS Norway Gardermoen 100% 100%
Norlandia Care OY Finland Tampere 100% 100%
Norlandia Care AB Sweden Stockholm 100% 100%
Kosmo AB Sweden Stockholm 100% 100%
Hero Norge AS Norway Stavanger 100% 100%
Hero Sverige AB Sweden Stockholm 100% 100%
Aberia Ung AS Norway Moss 100% 100%
Marcus Assistans AB Sweden Örebro 51% -

Investment in associated companies
2018 2017

Investment in associates as of 01.01 14 302 38 589
Share of post-tax profits of associates - -
Gain on transfers to subsidiaries - -
New investment in associates 6 674 14 302
Transfer to subsidiaries - -
Other changes - -
Disposal of investment associates - -38 589
Investment in associates as of 31.12 20 976 14 302
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12. DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

2018 2017
Derivative financial assets
Derivatives not designated as hedging instruments: - -
 - Interest rate swaps - -
Total derivatives not designated as hedging instruments - -

Total derivative financial assets
Less non-current portion - -
 - Interest rate swaps - -
Current portion - -

The fair value of a derivative financial instrument is split between current and non-current depending on the remaining
maturity of the derivative contract. The fair value of the Group's interest on valuations from the issuing financial institution.

The maximum exposure to credit risk at the reporting date is the fair value of the derivative assets in the consolidated
statement of financial position.

2018 2017
Derivative financial liabilities
Derivatives not designated as hedging instruments:
 - Interest rate swaps - -423
Total derivatives not designated as hedging instruments - -423

Total derivative financial liabilities - -423
Less non-current portion
 - Interest rate swaps - 423
Current portion - -
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13. TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES

Note 2018 2017
Trade receivables 264 182 249 272
Less: provision for impairment of trade receivables -6 073 -4 503
Trade receivables - net 258 109 244 770
Other receivables 309 103 312 866
Total financial receivables classified as loans and receivables 567 213 557 636
Less: non-current portion - Loan to related parties 21 104 040 128 913
Less: non-current portion - other receivables 6 963 11 690
Current portion 456 210 417 033

The fair values of trade and other receivables classified as loans and receivables are not materially different to their
 carrying values.

The Group does not hold any collateral as security.

Movements on the Group provision for impairment of trade receivables are as follows:
2018 2017

At 1 January 4 503 3 507
Provided during the year 2 540 1 708
Receivable written off during the year as uncollectible -970 -426
Reversal of provisions prior years - -286
At 31 December 6 073 4 503

The movement on the provision for impaired receivables has been included in the cost of sales line in the consolidated
statement of comprehensive income. 

Other classes of financial assets included within trade and other receivables do not contain impaired assets.

Aging analysis on trade receivables Total

Not due 
(less than 

30 days) 30-60 days 60-90 days
More than 

90 days
2018 264 182 256 549 5 191 38 2 403
2017 249 272 244 199 1 441 964 2 668
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14. SHARE CAPITAL, SHAREHOLDERS, DIVIDENDS AND RESERVES

Share capital
(Amounts in NOK) 2018 2018 2017 2017

Number NOK Number NOK
Ordinary shares of NOK 10 each 30 000 000 300 000 000 30 000 000 300 000 000
Total 30 000 000 300 000 000 30 000 000 300 000 000

Shareholders
All shares are owned by Hospitality Invest AS as listed below. Each share gives the shareholder one voting right.

Hospitality Invest AS 30 000 000 100,00%
Total 30 000 000 100,00%

Kristian A. Adolfsen holds, directly and indirectly, 45.94 % of the shares in Hospitality Invest AS
Roger Adolfsen holds, directly and indirectly, 45.94% of the shares in Hospitality Invest AS

The following describes the nature and purpose of each reserve within equity:
Reserve                         Description and purpose
Share premium           Amount subscribed for share capital in excess of nominal value.
Retained earnings      All other net gains and losses and transactions with owners (e.g. dividends) not recognised elsewhere.

15. LOANS AND BORROWINGS

The book value and fair value of loans and borrowings are as follows: Book Fair Book Fair
value value value value
2018 2018 2017 2017

Non-Current
Interest bearings loans 2 008 077 2 008 077 2 070 244 2 070 244
Total non current 2 008 077 2 008 077 2 070 244 2 070 244

The currency profile of the Group's loans and borrowings is as follows:
(Currency in NOK)

2018 2017
NOK 909 456 951 443
SEK 1 092 055 1 111 224
EUR 6 566 7 577
Total 2 008 077 2 070 244

Borrowings as of 31.12.2018 Interest Amount Due date
Debt to Husbanken 1.510%-2.869% 150 669 2030-2043
Bond issued 2016/2021 NIBOR +4.5% 1 817 110 2021
Other debt/property debt 40 298
 Total 2 008 077
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16. DEFERRED TAX

Deferred tax is calculated in full on temporary differences under the liability method using a tax rate of 22 %.
The movement on the deferred tax account is as shown below:

2018 2017
At 1 January -109 373 -163 312
Recognised in profit and loss - -
Tax expense 10 286 38 543
Recognition of previously unrecognised deferred tax assets - -
Recognised in other comprehensive income 2 433 21 596

-96 654 -103 174

Arising on business combination 0 -6 199
At 31 December -96 654 -109 373

Deferred tax assets have been recognised in respect of all tax losses and other temporary differences giving rise to
deferred tax assets where the directors believe it is probable that these assets will be recovered.

The movements in deferred tax assets and liabilities (prior to the offsetting of balances within the same jurisdiction
as permitted by IAS 12) during the period are shown below.
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Details of the deferred tax liability, amounts recognised in profit or loss and amounts recognised in  other comprehensive
income are as follows:

(Charged)/
credited (Charged)/
to profit credited to

Asset Liability Net or loss equity
2018 2018 2018 2018 2018

Fixed assets 3 906 -145 419 -141 513 9 371 -
Accounts receivable 579 - 579 85 -
Inventory - - - - -
Pensions 36 573 -1 525 35 048 -1 326 2 433
Financial instruments - - - - -
Profit and loss account - -1 505 -1 505 4 946 -
Provisions 4 011 -18 359 -14 348 1 446 -
Tax loss carried forward 25 085 - 25 085 -6 522 -
Tax asset/(liabilities) 70 155 -166 809 -96 654 8 001 2 433
Set off of tax - - - - -
Unrecognised deferred tax asset - - - 2 285 -
Net tax assets/(liabilities) 70 155 -166 809 -96 654 10 286 2 433

2017 2017 2017 2017 2017
Fixed assets 2 596 -153 480 -150 884 22 779 -6 199
Accounts receivable 494 - 494 -207 -
Inventory - - - - -
Pensions 33 941 - 33 941 -8 198 21 596
Financial instruments - - - -331 -
Profit and loss account - -6 452 -6 452 -2 171 -
Provisions 9 731 -25 525 -15 794 2 289 -
Tax loss carried forward 31 607 - 31 607 24 439 -
Tax asset/(liabilities) 78 369 -185 457 -107 088 38 600 15 397
Set off of tax - - - - -
Unrecognised deferred tax asset -2 285 - -2 285 -57 -
Net tax assets/(liabilities) 76 084 -185 457 -109 373 38 543 15 397

The unused tax losses and deductible temporary differences can be carried forward indefinitely.
2018 2017

Taxes payable in consolidated Statement of Comprehensive 
Income

- 8 079
Prepaid tax 12 783 1 180
Taxes payable in Statement of Financial Position -12 783 6 899
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17. TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES

2018 2017
Trade payables 112 956 101 821
Tax and social security payments 168 040 170 041
Other short term debt 409 088 512 831
Total financial liabilities, excluding loans and borrowings, 
Classified as financial liabilities measured at amortised cost 690 084 784 693

Book values approximate to fair value at 31 December 2018 and 2017.

18. LEASES

Operating leases - lessee
The Group leases the majority of its offices, hotels, preschools and nursing homes. All lease agreements are classified as operating 
leases as the lease period does not cover most of the useful life of the assets, and the minimum lease payment does not cover most 
of the fair value of the assets.

The total future value of minimum lease payments is due as follows:
2018 2017

Not later than one year 425 347 512 349
Later than one year and not later than five years 1 455 174 1 232 212
Later than five years 2 150 624 2 327 723
Total 4 031 146 4 072 284

For the financial year 2018 total operating lease amounted to NOK 430.813 thousand

Please refer to Note 1 regarding additional information of the expected effects in 2019 when adopting to the new leasing standard 
IFRS 16.

19. RETIREMENT BENEFITS

At 31.12.2018, a total of 8,540 employees in the Group are included in a defined contribution plan. The plan is in accordance with the 
laws and regulations concerning obligatory pension plans. The costs in conncetion with the plan are recognized in accordance with 
premiums paid.

The Group’s defined benefit plan through 2018 includes 1,176 employees. The plan involves lifelong pension from 67 years. The 
pension plans are accounted for in accordance with IAS 19 Employee benefits. Defined benefit plans give rise to defined future 
payments. These are mainly dependent on number of years of service, salary level at retirement and the level of payments received 
from Social Security. The obligations are covered through an insurance company.
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2018 2017
Pension costs for defined contribution schemes 134 107 148 553

Details of the Group's defined benefit schemes are as follows:
2018 2017

Fair value of plan assets 374 450 329 661
Present value of funded obligations 537 265 477 475
Change in net obligation as a result of business combination 15 1 871
Net pension obligations 162 829 149 685

Reconciliation of plan assets 2018 2017
At 1 January 329 661 311 446
Expected return 6 928 7 334
Contributions by Group 52 532 64 351
Benefits paid -1 412 -4 055
Actuarial gain/(loss) -12 659 -20 049
Settlements - -29 008
Administration fees -600 -689
Change as a result of business combination -5 209 331
At 31 December 369 241 329 661

Reconciliation of plan liabilities 2018 2017
At 1 January 479 346 408 592
Interest cost 11 135 10 336
Current service cost 56 128 28 488
Benefits paid -1 412 -4 055
Actuarial (gain)/loss -1 599 69 936
Social security tax -5 582 -7 243
Settlements - -29 008
Change as a result of business combination -5 194 2 300
At 31 December 532 071 479 346

2018 2017
Actuarial gains and losses recognised in OCI -11 060 -89 985

Pension cost (defined benefit plan) 2018 2017
Current service cost 51 146 25 634
Net interest cost 4 345 3 864
Administration costs 1 019 733
Accured social security tax 7 861 3 777
Net pension cost 64 371 34 009

Principal actuarial assumptions 31.12.2018 31.12.2017
Discount rate on plan liabilities 2,6 % 2,3 %
Expected increase in pensionable salary 2,8 % 2,5 %
Future G-increase 2,5 % 2,3 %
Future pension increase 0,8 % 0,4 %
Turnover 8,7 % 8,7 %
Social security tax 14,1 % 14,1 %
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20. ACQUISITIONS DURING THE PERIOD AND COMPLETED PRIOR PERIODS

Acquisitions during 2018
Several minor acquisitions were completed during 2018. For the Preschools segment business combinations have been carried out in 
the Netherlands, Sweden and Finland, with the acquisition of “De Grüne Vlinder” in Netherland being the largest. Within the Care 
segment capacity has been added in Norway with the acquisition of Kamfer, while the Individual & Family segment acquired a minor 
operation in Sweden. All business combinations during 2018 resulting in an addition to intangible assets of total MNOK 59.8.

Acquisitions during 2017
One major acquisition were completed during 2017, the acquisition of Marcus Assistans AB in the Individual & Family segment. There 
were also completed several minor acquisitions in the Preschool business and Individual & Family segment. The consideration 
transferred was allocated between net assets received, Goodwill and Customer contracts, resulting in an addition to intangible assets 
of total MNOK 73.1.

Acquisition of Marcus Assistans AB
On 10.05.2017 the Group acquired 51% of the shares in Marcus Assistans AB, a company whose principal activity is personal 
assistance. The principal reason for the acquisition was to strength the position of the Group in the Swedish market. Details of the 
fair value and identified assets and liabilities acquired, purchase consideration and goodwill are as follows.

Details of the fair value og identified assets and liabilties acquired, purchase consideration and goodwill are as follows.
Book value Adjustment Fair value

NOK NOK NOK
Deferred tax asset - - -
Property plant and equipment 1 778 - 1 778
Trade mark - - -
Customer contracts - 18 808 18 808
Financial assets - - -
Inventories - - -
Receivables 23 143 - 23 143
Cash 1 133 - 1 133
Long term debt - - -
Payables -5 570 - -5 570
Deferred tax obligation - -4 138 -4 138

Total net assets 20 484 14 670 35 154

Fair value of the consideration paid:
Cash consideration on 51 % stake 27 000

Fair value on 100 % basis 52 941
Total consideration 52 941

Goodwill in NOK 17 787

The goodwill arising on the Marcus Assistans AB acqusition is not deductable for tax purposes.

The main factors leading to the recognition of goodwill are.
- The presence of certain intangible assets, such as the assembled workforce of the aquired entity, which do not qualify for separate 
recognition.

Since the acquisition date, Marcus Assistans AB has contributed MNOK 69.6 to Group revenues and MNOK 6.0 to Group profit. If the 
transaction occurred on the January 1, 2017, Marcus Assistans AB would have contributed MNOK 104 to Group revenues and MNOK 
9 to Group profit.
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21. TRANSACTIONS WITH RELATED PARTIES

In addition to the transactions described in note 11, the financial statements include the following transactions with related parties.

Related party Relation to the Group
Kristian Adolfsen Shareholder in Hospitality Invest AS, board member in the Group 
Roger Adolfsen Shareholder in Hospitality Invest AS, board member in the Group
Hospitality Invest AS Major shareholder 100%
Pioneer Property Group ASA Significant ownership interest from the same shareholders

Transaction with related parties (Amounts in NOK) 2018 2017
Receivables from related parties

Pioneer Property Group ASA 104 040 109 715
Kidprop AS 40 835 -
Total receivable related parties 144 875 109 715

Interest received
Pioneer Property Group AS 3 061 2 381
Interest received from related parties 3 061 2 381

Sale of assets to related parties 2018 2018
Sale of property to Pioneer Public Properties IV AS (see note 4) 133 890 90 981
Sale of property to Kidprop (see note 4) 38 426 -
Total sale off assets to related parties 172 315 90 981

Rent of properties from related parties
Rent of properties from Pioneer Property Group ASA 112 852 111 431

22. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

2018 2017
Cash related to payroll tax witholdings 61 878 54 154
Unrestricted cash 170 034 297 200
Total cash and cash equivalents 231 912 351 354

23. SUPPORTING STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

Non-current 
loans and 

borrowings
Current loans 

and borrowings

Derivative 
financial 
liabilities Total

At 1 January 2018 2 047 104 23 140 423 2 070 667
Cash flows -6 913 92 040 - 85 127
Net amounts from purchase and sale of companies - - - -
Effects og foreign exchange -32 114 -2 524 - -34 638
Change in fair value - - -423 -423
At 31 December 2018 2 008 077 112 656 - 2 120 733
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24. DESCRIPTION OF INCURRENCE COVENANT

The senior secured bond issued in December 2016 includes an incurrence covenant. Certain actions and transactions, inter alia 
issuance of new debt and payment of dividends, is subject to the satisfaction of an incurrence test. The incurrence test considered 
satisfied provided that:

Total Net Debt / EBITDA = not greater than 3.75

On 10 April 2017, the Group conducted an incurrence test in accordance with the bond agreement. The test was satisfied and a 
compliance certificate was sent to Nordic Trustee. The incurrence test was done prior to the capitalization of Care Properties and 
newly established subsidiaries. The transaction was completed in accordance with the Group’s communicated strategy to invest in 
own projects within the various segments the Group is operating within. For further details regarding the incurrence test, we refer to 
the Group’s Bond Loan Agreement.

25. EVENTS AFTER THE REPORTING DATE

No material events has been identified the reporting date which might have had a significant effect on the consolidated financial 
statements.
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Income statement
Norlandia Health & Care Group AS - for the year ended 31 December 2018

(Amounts in NOK thousand)

Note 2018 2017
Operating income and operating expenses

Other operating expenses 3 754 5 031
Operating expenses 3 754 5 031

Operating profit -3 754 -5 031

Financial income and expenses
Other interest income 34 703 29 021
Other financial income 1 194 219 124 596
Other interest expenses -89 026 -93 536
Other financial expenses 1 -61 127 -59 903
Net financial income and expenses 78 768 178

Operating result before tax 75 014 -4 853
Tax on ordinary result 2 -13 110 17 259
Operating result after tax 61 904 12 406

Annual net profit 61 904 12 406

Brought forward
To other equity 61 904 12 406
Net brought forward 61 904 12 406
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Balance sheet
Norlandia Health & Care Group - for the year ended 31 December 2018

(Amounts in NOK thousand)

ASSETS
Note 2018 2017

Fixed assets
Deferred tax asset 2 10 056 23 167
Total intangible assets 10 056 23 167

Financial fixed assets
Investments in subsidiaries 5 1 598 250 1 435 163
Loans to group companies 6 643 100 619 499
Bonds and other receivables 7 - -
Total financial fixed assets 2 241 350 2 054 661

Total fixed assets 2 251 406 2 077 828

Current assets

Debtors
Other receivables 6 262 910 160 718
Total debtors 262 910 160 718

Cash and bank deposits 9 3 165 18 664

Total current assets 266 075 179 382

Total assets 2 517 481 2 257 210
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Balance sheet
Norlandia Health & Care Group AS - for the year ended 31 December 2018

(Amounts in NOK thousand)

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Note 2018 2017

Equity
Restricted equity
Share capital 4 300 000 300 000
Share premium reserve - -
Total restricted equity 300 000 300 000

Other equity 1 904 -
Total equity 3 301 904 300 000

Liabilities

Other long-term liabilities
Group liabilities 6 - -
Bonds 7 1 800 113 1 826 708
Total of other long-term liabilities 1 800 113 1 826 708

Current liabilities
Trade creditors 79 951
Other short term liabilities 6 415 385 129 550
Total short term liabilities 415 464 130 501

Total liabilities 2 215 577 1 957 210

Total equity and liabilities 2 517 481 2 257 210

Oslo, 28 April 2019

Board of Directors of Norlandia Health & Care Group AS

Kristian A. Adolfsen
Chairman of the Board

Roger Adolfsen
Member of the Board

Ingvild Myhre
Member of the Board

Yngvar Tov Herbjørnssønn
CEO
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Cash flow statement
Norlandia Health & Care Group AS - for the year ended 31 December 2018

(Amounts in NOK thousand)

Note 2018 2017

Cash flow from operations
Profit before income taxes 75 014 -4 853
Taxes paid in the period - -
Gain/loss from sale of fixed assets - -
Depreciation - -
Impairment of fixed assets - -
Net financial items -78 768 -178
Change in trade debtors - -
Change in trade creditors -798 169
Differences in expensed pensions and payments in/out of the pension scheme - -
Effect of exchange fluctuations - -
Items classified as investments or financing - -
Change in other provisions - 190
Net cash flow from operations -4 552 -4 671

Cash flow from investments
Capital increase in subsidiaries - -50 000
Purchase of fixed assets - -
Proceeds from sale of shares and investments in other companies - -
Purchase of shares and investments in other companies -163 088 -193 952
Loans to subsidiaries -23 601 -397 438
Proceeds from sale of other investments - -
Net cash flow from investments -186 689 -641 389

Cash flow from financing
Proceeds from long term loans - -
Proceeds from short term loans - 47 677
Repayment of long term loans - -
Repayment of short term loans - -
Net change in bank overdraft 90 000 -
Net Interest paid -55 329 -71 693
New Equity received - -
Payment of group contribution -78 000 -
Net group receivables 219 070 -
Net cash flow from financing 175 741 -24 016

Exchange gains / (losses) on cash and cash equivalents

Net change in cash and cash equivalents -15 499 -670 076
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the period 18 664 688 740
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period 3 165 18 664
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Notes to the financial statements 2018
1. ACCOUNTING POLICIES

The annual accounts have been prepared in compliance with the Accounting Act and accounting principles generally accepted in 
Norway.

Operating income
Revenues from sale of services are recognised in the income statement once the delivery has taken place.

Taxes
The tax charge in the income statement includes both payable taxes for the period and changes in deferred tax. Deferred tax is 
calculated as 22 % of temporary differences which exist between accounting and tax values of assets and liabilities, and any 
carryforward losses for tax purposes at the year-end. Taxable and deductible temporary differences that reverse or may reverse in 
the same period are offset and reported net. Deferred tax on the excess value associated with acquisitions of subsidiaries is not 
settled.

Classification of balance sheet items
Assets intended for long term ownership or use have been classified as fixed assets. Fixed assets are valued at cost. They are 
recorded in the balance sheet, and depreciated over the estimated economic lifetime of the asset. Fixed assets are written down to 
recoverable amount when decreases in value are expected to be permanent. The recoverable amount is the highest amount of net 
realizable value and value in use. Value in use is the present value of future cash flows associated with the asset. Impairment losses 
are reversed when the basis for impairment no longer exists. Other assets are classified as current assets.
Current assets and short term debt are normally considered to be due within one year from the balance sheet date, as well as those 
connected to the trading cycle.
Current assets are valued at the lower of cost and fair value.

Debtors
Trade debtors and other debtors are recognised in the balance sheet at nominal value after provision for bad debts. The bad debts 
provision is made on basis of an individual assessment of each debtor.

Investments in subsidiaries
Subsidiaries are companies in which the parent company has control, and thus the power to govern the financial and operating 
policies, generally by owning more than half of the voting capital.

The cost method is applied as a principle for the investment in subsidiaries and associated companies in the company accounts. The 
cost price is increased when funds are added through capital increases or when group contributions are made to subsidiaries. 
Dividends received are initially taken to income. Dividends exceeding the portion of retained equity after the purchase are reflected 
as a reduction in purchase cost.
Dividend/group contribution from subsidiaries are reflected in the same year as the subsidiary makes a provision for the amount. 
Dividend from other companies are reflected as financial income when it has been approved.

Foreign Currencies
Conversion of foreign companies is done by translating the balance sheet to the closing rate, and the income statement to the 
average exchange rate. Any significant transactions are translated at the transaction date.

Financial risk
For assessing the company's financial risks, see the discussion in the annual report.

Cash Flow statement
The cash flow statement has been prepared using the indirect method.
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2. TAX

This year's tax expense 2018 2017
Entered tax on ordinary profit/loss:
Payable tax - -
Changes in deferred tax advantage 13 111 -17 259
Tax expense on ordinary profit/loss 13 111 -17 259

Taxable income:
Ordinary profit/loss before tax 75 014 -4 853
Permanent differences -20 000 -71 255
Changes temporary differences 5 666 -22 604
Taxable income before losses carried forward 60 680 -98 712
Utilised losses carried forward -60 680 -
Taxable income: - -98 712

Payable tax in the balance:
Payable tax on this year's result - -
Total payable tax in the balance - -

The tax effect of temporary differences and loss for to be carried forward that has formed the basis for deferred tax and
deferred tax and deferred tax advantages, specified on type of temporary differences:

2018 2017
Long-term receivables and liabilities in foreign currency - -
Other differences 16 997 22 663
Total 16 997 22 663

Accumulated los to be brought forward -62 707 -123 388
Basis for calculation of deferred tax -45 710 -100 725

Deferred tax (22 % / 23 %) -10 056 -23 167

3. EQUITY

This year's tax expense Share capital Retained earnings Total equity
Pr 01.01.2018 300 000 0 300 000
Group contribution 0 -60 000 -60 000
Capital increase 0 0 0
Capitalization issue 0 0 0
Income for the year 0 61 904 61 904
Pr 31.12.2018 300 000 1 904 301 904
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4. SHARE CAPITAL AND SHAREHOLDERS

Share capital Number Nominal Value In balance
Ordinary shares 30 000 000 10 300 000

Shareholders Number Ownership Nominal Value In balance
Hospitality Invest AS 30 000 000 100% 10 300 000
Total 30 000 000 100% 10 300 000

The company has one class of shares and all shares have equal voting rights.

The shares held by the board of directors / CEO, ref. The Norwegian accounting law § 7-26:
Number Ownership

Kristian A. Adolfsen 13 782 000 45,94%
Roger Adolfsen 13 782 000 45,94%

5. SUBSIDIARIES AND ASSOCIATES

Investments in subsidiaries, associated companies and joint ventures are booked according to the cost method.

Subsidiaries Location
Ownershop/ 
voting right

Equity last 
year (100%)

Result last 
year (100%)

Balance 
sheet value

Norlandia Care Group AS Bodø 100% 244 539 55 385 969 160
Kidsa Drift AS Bergen 100% 202 169 17 973 217 000
Hero Group AS Stavanger 100% 233 768 27 604 155 051
Aberia Healthcare AS Oslo 100% 168 126 1 334 193 952
Care Properties AS Oslo 100% 49 181 -873 50 000
NHC Management AS Oslo 100% 7 452 7 452 10 362
NHC Services AS Moss 100% 509 -2 021 2 530
NH Europe Holding AS Oslo 49% 400 - 196
Balance sheet value 31.12. 1 598 250

6. TRANSACTIONS WITH RELATED PARTIES

Transaction with related parties (Amounts in NOK) 2018 2017

Receivables from related parties
Short term receivables 262 910 160 718
Long term loans to group companies 643 100 619 499
Total receivable related parties 906 010 780 217

Payables to related parties
Group contribution 71 163 60 000
Liabilities 325 464 -
Total payables related parties 396 627 60 000

Income from subsidiaries
Group Contribution 111 880 120 393
Interest income 33 956 26 827
Interest received from related parties 145 836 147 220
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The reorganisation
Norlandia Health & Care Group was established in December 2016. This was done by transferring the shares in Norlandia Care Group 
AS, Hero Group AS and Kidsa Drift AS, from Hospitality Invest to a newly incorporated 100% owned subsidiary (Norlandia Health & 
Care Group). As part of the reorganisation, Norlandia Health & Care Group AS acquired Aberia Healthcare AS in January 2017. All 
transactions are conducted at market terms.

7. DEBTORS AND LIABILITIES

2018 2017

Long term liabilities
Bonds 1 817 110 1 849 371
Accrued expense bond -16 997 -22 663
Total 1 800 113 1 826 708

The bond is subject to Interest NIBOR/STIBOR +4.5%.
The maturity date of the bond loan i set in 2021.

Balance sheet value of assets placed as security:
Subsidiaries 1 598 250 1 435 163
Total 1 598 250 1 435 163

In addition to its own subsidiaries, several of subsidiaries of the subsidiaries are placed as security for bond obligation.
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8. STAFF COSTS

2018 2017
Staff costs (including directors) comprise:
Wages and salaries 658 612
Defined contribution pension cost - -
Other benefits 6 -
Social security contributions and similar taxes 191 84
Remuneration to Board of Directors 700 -
Total payroll and related costs 1 555 697

Number of employees (FTE) - -

The company has no employeesduring 2017 and 2018. Wages and salary paid is additional compensation for Group CEO which is 
emplyed in a subsidiary

Audit fees
The following amounts have been recognised as audit fees and related services during the period

2018 2017
Audit 512 255
Tax services - -
Attestation services - -
Other services - 190
Total 512 445

9. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

2018 2017
Cash related to payroll tax witholdings 3 145 47
Unrestricted cash 20 18 618
Total cash and cash equivalents 3 165 18 664
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